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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK IN AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
U.s. Department of Agriculture 
" .. d State Agricultural Colleges 
eooperating 
Federal Extension Service 
Washington, D.C. 
ANNUAL REPORT OF COUNTY EXTENSION AGENTS 
This form is for use by county extension agents in making an annual statistical report on all extension 
wo:rk done in the county during the year. Agents resigning or transferring should make out this report 
before leaving the county. . 
cQUn'y _________ ~It~~~----------------------- S'ate ____ ~~~~~~ _______ ____________ _ 
REPORT OF 
Period oj Service 
Name of Agent Title From To 
~, 
READ CAREFULLY THE SUGGESTIONS ON PAGE 32, AND THE INTER-
PRETATION OF EACH ITEM, BEFORE FILLIN!lRUT/l'HIS FORM. e.. I .~,! I > /' 
Date'---__ D_E_C_l_6_19_6_0_______ ~:~~:i!5:~~ ~ ~ Extension Director 
Approved: 
Form FES-21 
(Revised June 1959) 
1i03208°-5!i---l (1) 
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EXTENSION TEACHING AND OTHER ACTIVITIES-Interpretation 
Agents who devote more than one-half of their time to a 
line of work, as determined in item 20, should report ALL 
OF THEIR WORK in the column provided on pages 3 
and 7. For example, an assistant agent devoting more 
than one-half of his or her time to 4-H Club work would 
use column B. 
When two or more agents are engaged in the same line 
of work, i. e., agricultural, home demonstration, or 4-H 
Club work, and participate in the same extension activity, 
the information should be reported only once in their 
respective column and only once in the county total. For 
example, if an agricultural agent and his assistant, both 
of whom spend more than one-half of their time on agri-
cultural work, participated in the same radio broadcast-
it would be counted once in column C and once in the 
county total, column D. 
When agents, engaged in different lines of work, par-
ticipate in the same extension activity, the information is 
reported once in each of their respective columns, and 
only once in the county total. For example, the home 
demonstration and agricultural agents participate in the 
same radio broadcast. It would be reported once in 
column A, once in column C, and once in column D. 
1. A single visit to both the farm and home is not to be 
counted as two visits. 
2. An office call is a visit in person by an individual or a 
group in which information is given or received. 
3. Telephone calls may be either incoming or outgoing. 
4. Each news release is to be reported as one story or 
article. Material prepared for an extension column 
is to be counted as one item, even though several sub-
jects are covered. The same release sent to several 
papers is to be reported as only one story. If the lead 
or the entire story is changed to make it different for 
each paper, then each is to be counted as a separate 
story. Do not report items relating to notice of meet-
ings only or to news articles written in the State office 
and sent directly to the newspapers. However, ar-
ticles sent to an agent for distribution to local papers 
are reported. Information given directly to reporters 
or writers as the basis for a story is also reported. 
News items prepared by local leaders should not be 
included. 
5. A broadcast is a single presentation on the air. It 
may be given in person or by transcription. An agent 
does not have to appear on the program so long as he 
is responsible for its preparation. Information given 
to station announcers or writers and used as the basis 
for a broadcast, is also to be reported. 
6. The number of copies of bulletins distributed includes 
circulars, leaflets, and other subject-matter and or-
ganizational materials. Commercial publications are 
not to be counted unless they are recommended by 
the college. 
7. An adult result demonstration is a demonstration con-
ducted by a farmer, homemaker, or other person under 
direct supervision of the extension worker, to show the 
value of a recommended practice. It involves a sub-
stantial period of time and records of results and com-
parisons. It is designed to teach others in addition to 
the person conducting the demonstration. Result 
demonstrations are definitely planned in advance and 
not "found." Include all result demonstrations IN 
PROGRESS during the year, regardless of when 
started or completed. 
S. At leader-training meetings, project leaders, local 
leaders, or committeemen are trained to carryon 
extension activities. A project leader, local leader, or 
committeeman is a person who is selected by extension 
or the group they represent to lead some phase of the 
extension program in organization or subject matter. 
Sb. For the definition of young men and women's work 
(YMW) see items 132 through 135. 
9. Includes general educational meetings, method-
demonstration meetings, meetings held at result 
demonstrations, community-organization meetings, 
tours, achievement days, encampments, and all other 
meetings (except those for the training of local leaders) 
that you were responsible for holding. 
Also includes meetings that you did not arrange but 
attended and actively participated in for the specific 
purpose of advancing the county extension program. 
Do not include meetings held by local leaders that you 
attended for observation or public-relations purposes 
only. Such meetings should be reported under 
item 10. Do not report county, district, or State con-
ferences of extension personnel. 
In reporting attendance, count the total number of 
DIFFERENT persons. For example, a farm tour 
makes three stops. Forty persons are at the first 
farm (7 of whom do not go to the second farm); 15 
others join the tour at the second farm and continue on 
to the third farm, where 10 other persons join the 
group, making a total attendance of 65 different 
persons for the tour. Similarly, for an all-day insti-
tute-type of meeting, count the number of persons 
attending the morning session. and the number of 
additional persons attending the afternoon session. 
Do not add together morning and afternoon attend-
ance and report the total. 
9c. In addition to the 4-H Club meetings you held or par-
ticipated in, extension meetings for boys and girls who 
are not enrolled in 4-H Club work should be included. 
10. Only those local-leader-held meetings that are a part 
of the extension program are to be reported. When 
a complete record of leader-held meetings is not avail-
able, it may be necessary to make a conservative 
estimate of these meetings based upon such records 
and information as are available. 
, 
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EXTENSION TEACHING AND OTHER ACTIVITIES 
Include all activities carried on this year that are related to extension work. 
Agents doing pri- Agents doing pri- Agents doing pri-marily home 
Item demonstration 
marily 4-H Club marily agricul- County total 
work work tural work 
A B C D 
1. Farm or home visits _____ Number __ -.8b5 ....5.!3b 
2. Office calls _______________ _ do ____ L'2 OI L? 01 
3. Telephone calls ___________ _ do ____ GI;( Cui:? 
4. News articles or stories prepared 
Number __ I~:< /f.:,:( 
5. Broadcasts made or prepared: 
a. Radio _________ _ Number __ 
b. Television ________ _ do ____ 
6. Bulletins distributed ______ _ do ____ ..3.3':; I ..83.;( 
7. Adult result demonstrations con- I I I ducted ________ ______ Number __ I I 
8. Training meetings held for local 
leaders: 
a. Adult work: 1/ (1) _____ ______ Number __ /1 
(2) ________ _ Attendance __ d&~ ~~~ 
b. YMW work: I (1) __________ _ Number __ I I (2) ________ _ Attendance __ I I 
c. 4-H Club work: 
(1) _______ ____ Number __ 
(2) ________ _ Attendance __ 
9. All other meetings agent held or 
participated in: 
8. Adult work: 
"It (1) ________ -- _Number -- 11 
(2) ________ _ Attendance __ 
I '1 '1 I G'l1 b. YMW work: I (1) _______ ____ Number __ I 
(2) ________ _ Attendance __ I I 
c. 4-H Club work: 
I (1) __________ _ Number __ /'1 /2 (2) ________ _ Attendance __ /DCoL LO &'1 
10. Meetings held or conducted by 
local leaders: 
8. Adult work: 
(1) _________ __ Number __ La 2.a 
(2) _________ Attendance __ CZ'lo 1'10 
b. YMWwork: 
(1) __________ _ Number __ 
(2) ________ _ Attendance __ 
c. 4-H Club work: 
(1) ______ _____ Number __ ILD //0 
(2) ________ _ Attendance __ !...D6C LD.8 C 
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EXTENSION ORGANIZATION AND PROGRAM PLANNING-Interpretation 
12. Reported under this item should be only those groups 
functioning in a COUNTY-WIDE WAY that defi-
nitely assisted or were utilized by the county extension 
staff with the organization, planning, and conduct of 
the various county-wide aspects of the extension 
program. Meetings and attendance reported in items 
12 and 13 should also be included in item 9 or 10, 
whichever is applicable. 
13. Meetings are county and local meetings (other than 
county-wide council or committee meetings reported 
in item 12) held for the purpose of determining what 
should be included in the extension program at either 
the community or county level. These may be meet-
ings of commodity groups, home demonstration clubs 
or councils, young men and women's groups, 4-H 
Clubs or 4-H executive committees. 
14. Any surveys that you or the advisory councils, com-
mittees, or other groups made to get facts as a basis 
for planning the local or county-wide extension pro-
gram are to be included here. These facts may be 
obtained through mail questionnaires, telephone, or 
personal interview. 
15. A project leader, local leader, or committeeman is a 
person selected by extension or the group they rep-
resent, to lead some phase of the extension program in 
organization or subject matter. Included should be 
members of the county-wide councils or committees 
reported in 12, as well as in items 22, 27, 39, 45, 51, 
57,62, 68, and column C on page 23, less duplications. 
15e. Total of a, b, c, and d, less duplications due to the 
same person serving as leader in more than one line 
of work. 
17. Where home demonstration program is carried on 
through a school, church, women's club, or farm-
organization unit, include only that part of the total 
membership which is interested in home demonstra-
tion work. 
may be 
lone, or 
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EXTENSION ORGANIZATION AND PROGRAM PLANNING 
ell. County organization, association, board, or committee sponsoring extension work in the county: 
a. Name of citizens' organization or group having legal or quasi-legal status, if any _______________________ _ 
b. N;,;;;~ft;;ro; ;;£::~;,;,ib&.;;;~~-,;;;~~~~~ ;f.;;t.;;~~~ -f~~d';~ ,1,;';;';;;';, -;;dUi,;;~, 
from "a" _____________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
12. COUNTY-WIDE advisory COUNCILS or COMMITTEES assisting extension agents with organization, planning, 
and conduct of extension work in the county: 
Councils or Members Meetings of such councils or com-
committees mittees held during the year 
Item 
A B C D 
Number Number Number Attendance 
a. Overall or generaL _____________________ I /0 .if ..30 
b. AgriculturaL __________________________ 
c. Home demonstration ___________________ I d:3 .3 -f~ 
d. Young men and women _________________ 
e. 4-H Club ________________________ 
- -
J 1;1 ..3 1'1 
13. MEETINGS (other than those involved in 12) held PRIMARILY for the PURPOSE of DETERMINING the 
extension program: 
Item A B 
Number Attendance 
a. Community or local meetings ________ - _____ - __________________ - - _ - - - _____ 1 ________ 1 _______ _ 
b. County meetings _ _ _ _ _____________ - - - - - - - - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ ______ - - - - - - - -_ 
14. Number of fact-finding surveys for program-planning purposes made during the year __________ _ 
147Jl. Are you currently engaged in Program Projection in your county? ______ (Check one) Yes --- No. 2f--
15. Total number of different voluntary local leaders or committeemen (county, community, and neighborhood) assisting 
extension agents with organization, planning, and conduct of extension work in the county: 
Older club 
Men Women 
Item 
Boys Girls , 
A B C D 
In adult agricultural work ______________ 9 I x x x x x x x x a. ;;S b. In adult home demonstration work _______ x x x x x x x x 
In young men and women's work ________ x x x x x x x x c. 
d. In 4-H Club work _____________________ _30 -'3CJ. 
e. Total number of DIFFERENT 
-..35 ...5'7 leaders __________ 
-----------------
-
16. Number of organized clubs or other groups carrying on adult home demonstration work ___________ -.:../_5-'-__ 
17. Number of members in such clubs or groups______________________________________________ a:?:< G:. 
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PROGRAM EMPHASIS-Interpretation 
18. This item should show the total number of months each 
agent or group of agents was employed in the county 
during the report year. In addition to the time actu-
ally worked, it should include the time spent on LEAVE 
WITH PAY for vacation, sickness, and study other 
than sabbatical leave. Agents employed in more than 
one county should report only that portion of the year 
spent in the county. For example, an agent employed 
all year, equal time in two counties, would report 6 
month's service for each. Report months of service 
to the nearest whole month. 
19. This is the number of days actually worked during the 
report period. Include Sundays and holidays, if 
worked; also days in in-service training as defined for 
item 21b. Do not include days spent on vacation or 
for sickness or holidays not worked. Each column 
should contain the total number of days worked by the 
group of agents designated by that column. Report 
all days worked to the nearest whole day. 
20. The sum of subitems a, b, and c will equal or be slightly 
less than the total number of days worked as reported 
in item 19. The difference, if any, between the two 
totals will depend upon the amount of work done that 
cannot be charged to one of the three phases of exten-
sion work listed. Time should be reported to the 
nearest whole day. 
21. The purpose of this item is to obtain a picture of the 
relative emphasis each line of work received during the 
year. 'Where records are not available, an estimate 
will suffice, if the days reported are a reasonably 
accurate reflection of the total time of the agents 
engaged in the respective lines of work. Time should 
be reported to the nearest whole day. Information 
as to what is included in each line of work can be 
obtained by studying the respective sections of the 
report schedule. For example: 21c pertains to the 
time spent on the crop work as reported on page 9; 
21d to the livestock work on page 11; and similarly 
through 21s; 21t covers the miscellaneous items re-
ported on page 29, as well as time not accounted for 
elsewhere. Time in training local leaders in extension 
organization, and program planning should be re-
ported under 21a. Training of local leaders in subject 
matter should be reported under one of the appro-
priate subjeot headings 210 through 2lt. Additional 
information is given below. 
Days devoted to cooperation with other agencies 
(items 146 through 169) should also be reported un-
der the appropriate lines of work. Work with these 
agencies that does not fall within one of the subject-
matter areas (subitems "a" through "s") should be 
included in subitem "t". 
21a. Time devoted to general administrative work such as 
county staff conferences, preparation of plans of work 
and reports, and program planning should be in-
cluded. 
21b. This is to include days spent attending summer ex-
tension oourses, workshops, district and State 
extension conferences, and other training activities 
organized primarily for the purpose of the profes-
sional development of extension personnel. 
The sum of subitems "a" through "t" should equal 
the total reported in item 19. 
. I 
I 
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PROGRAM EMPHASIS 
should 
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18. Calendar months of employment- _______ ~lf.o dAfo 
19. Total days worked ____________________ -.S2<.,.o 3~". 0 
20. Days devoted to-
a. Adult work ___________________ ...3'b~. 8 -3~2.3 
b. YMW work ___________________ lO /.0 
c. 4-H Club worL _______________ L~~·'7 l/f~. '7 
itional 21. Days devoted to-
encies 
d un-
these 
bject-
lId be 
a. Extension organization and pro-
gram planning _______________ .:If'!. 7 dl/fl( { 
b. In-service training of agents _____ /1/. ~ /-¥.~ 
c. 
Crops _________________________ 
..$0, "I -3(J. f 
d. Livestock ______________________ /6'7. '7 18 'I. ,? 
lch as 
'work 
e. Marketing; distribution; and serv-
ice organizations _______ - - _____ ,8 ; :3 
)e in-
er ex-
State 
f. Soil and water conservation and 
management _________________ c;.3 7.3 
g. Forestry _____ - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 9. ~ 9,~ 
h. Wildlife _______________________ 1;:< ~~ 
ivitiea 
,rofes- i. 
Planning and management of the 
farm business __ - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 0.5 c". 5 
equal j. Farm buildings and farm me-
chanical equipment ___________ ..3, 5 0.3 
k. House and surroundings, furnish-
ings and equipment ____ - _ - - _ -- t..~ Ca.";; 
1. Home management_ - -- -- - ------ .8 c ,J 
m. Familyeconomics ______________ f,O /.0 
n. Clothing __________ - - - - - - - - - - - - ~.1 '8,1 
o. Foods and nutrition _____ - _ - -- -- ~Z -f.'l 
p. He~th ________________________ /.1 /. I 
q. Family life, child development, 
and parent education_ - - - - - - -- /.? J,7 
r. 
Safety ________________________ ,G 
t " 
s. Community development and 
public affairs _________________ lCO· 7 1<Z;,7 
t. Days that cannot be charged 
specifically to one of items a 
through s ____________________ J,~ a? '23 
21%. How many of the total days worked, 
as reported in item 19 and also dis-
tributed under item 21, would you 
estimate were devoted to families 
with whom you are working through 
Farm and Home Development as 
reported on page 24_ 
--------------
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CROPS-Production and Farm Marketing-Interpretation 
This section deals with the work done with farmers and 
others in connection with the production and harvesting of 
specific crops or groups of crops, and with those aspects of 
marketing that take place ON THE FARM. Considera-
tion should be given to both the TECHNOLOGICAL and 
ECONOMIC (decision-making) aspects when you report 
on the work done. 
CHEMICAL CONTROL OF WEEDS in crops, fruits, 
vegetables, pastures, roadsides, and the like is to be re-
ported in item 139. 
Persons assisted in work relating to the following 
should also be included in the respective columns: 
B. Corn for silage and grain cut for hay. 
C. Cottonseed and flax in those areas where they arc 
grown for fiber. 
E. Crops such as soybeans, flax (for oil), peanuts (both 
edible and for oil), sugar beets, sugarcane. 
F. Coffee. 
G. Watermelons, cantaloups, and yams. 
H. Work done with commercial nurseries and greenhouses, 
as well as with farmers and urban people that relates 
to flowers, shrubs, and lawns. 
22. The voluntary local leaders or committeemen who 
have ACTIVELY ENGAGED in furthering extension 
work with these crops are to be reported here. See 
also interpretation of local leaders in item 8. 
23. This should be the sum total of office calls, telephone 
calls, farm visits, individual letters written, and 
attendance at meetings agent held or participated in, 
in connection with the line of work, regardless of 
duplications. For example, in connection with cotton, 
an agent had 40 office calls, 15 telephone calls, wrote 
10 letters, visited 60 farms, and had an attendance of 
490 at meetings relating to cotton-a total of 615 
contacts. This information should be readily avail-
able from office records. If such records are not 
available, a careful estimate will suffice based upon the 
information available. 
24. In estimating the total number of DIFFERENT 
farmers and other persons assisted or influenced TO 
MAKE SOME CHANGE, either through adopting a 
new practice or improving an old practice, the following 
factors should be considered: 
(1) The number of DIFFERENT persons reached 
through direct contacts (item 23 with duplica-
tions removed). 
(2) Membership in related extension groups, such as 
4-H projects and seed-improvement associa-
tions. 
(3) Probable number of other persons in the county 
reached with extension information through 
bulletins, circular letters, news stories, radio 
broadcasts and television, exhibits, and other 
mass media, including the passing on of exten-
sion information from one neighbor to another. 
(4) All other available evidence indicating the propor-
tion of potential clientele in the county; for 
example, number of cotton growers who made 
use of extension information relating to that 
specific crop. Such evidence may be from 
sample surveys, reports of local leaders, bulle-
tins requested, inquiries received after specific 
news stories or broadcasts, amount of recom-
mended material sold by dealers, personal 
observation, and other sources. 
Numbers reported in items 24,25, and 26 should include 
only those who adopted or put recommended practices into 
use. 
25. Include the total number of DIFFERENT persons 
helped with any production or management practices 
relating to a crop or group of crops. In addition to 
the specific practices listed ("a" through "f") , other 
practices emphasized in the extension program should 
be included. Item 25 cannot exceed item 24, but will 
normally be larger than anyone of the subitems 25a 
through 25f. 
b. Assistance given in the use of fertilizers on specific 
crops should be reported here. Use of fertilizers 
in terms of general soil improvement or long-run 
benefits should be reported under item 42i. 
e. Includes those assisted in on-farm storage. Work 
done in grain sanitation is to be reported under 
item 138. 
f. Those assisted in adopting more efficient ways of 
producing or handling crops; for example, in the 
transplanting or harvesting of tobacco, harvest-
ing of hay, cutting seed potatoes, and harvesting 
of potatoes, fruits, and vegetables. 
26. Include the total number of DIFFERENT producers 
helped with any FARM MARKETING problems 
relating to a specific crop or group of crops. Work 
done with "the trade" is to be reported in items 32 
through 38. The total will normally be less than the 
number reported in item 24. It will also be likely to be 
larger than anyone of subitems 26a, b, or c. 
a. The number of persons assisted in the physical 
handling of the crop on the farm, through grad-
ing, packing, packaging, processing, or otherwise 
preparing for the market. 
b. The use of market reports, supply and demand re-
ports, outlook, etc. 
c. Finding market outlets, contracting for the crop, 
price agreements, assembling or pooling ship-
ments, or any other activity incident to transfer 
of crops from the farmer to the buyer or handler. 
I 
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CROPS-Production and Farm Marketing 
In estimating the influence of extension teaching, be sure to consider all phases of the extension program: Agriculture, home demonstration, young men and 
women's work; and J,.-H Club work. 
Grain crops 
including rice, Hay and other Cotton and Oil and sugar Fruits and Vegetables, 
Item dry peas and forage, pas- other fiber Tobacco including Flowers, orna-beans ture, range crops crops nuts potatoes mental shrubs 
A B C D E F G H 
22. Number of voluntary local lead-
ers assisting __________________ (p ..3 
23. Total number of personal con-
tacts made individually Or 7 through meetings _____________ IL Cf /0 /0 /3 
24. Estimated total number of DIF-
FERENT farmers and other 
individuals assisted directly or 
indirectly TO ADOPT recom- Jj LOO mended practices _____________ Lo /0 /0 
25. Estimated number of farmers 
and other individuals reported 
in item 24 assisted with any 5 CjD phase of production ___________ 1..0 ID L{) 
Of this number how many were 
assisted with-
a. Use of improved varieties f ~O and strains ______________ b J r; 
b. Use of fertilizers ____________ .5 .1D b !j .~ 
c. Control of injurious insects __ d 10 /0 10 It) 
d. Control of diseases _________ 0 0 ~ ..3 9 
e. Harvesting, storing, and curing_ 0 () cl 0 0 
f. Efficient work methods ______ i 0 0 0 0 
26. Estimated number of farmers 
and other individuals reported 
in item 24 assisted with any 
0 phase of farm marketing _______ 0 0 0 0 
Of this number how many were 
assisted with-
a. Preparation for market ______ 0 0 0 D 0 
b. Commodity outlook and 
market information _______ 0 () 0 0 0 
c. Arranging to sell and selling __ D 0 D 0 0 
(,C) 
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LIVESTOCK-Production and Farm Marketing-Interpretation 
Work done with farmers and other persons in connection 
with the production of various kinds of livestock and live-
stock products, and with those aspects of marketing ON 
THE FARM, is grouped in this section. Consideration 
should be given to both the TECHNOLOGICAL and 
ECONOMIC aspects when reporting work done. 
F. Under "other livestock," persons assisted in work with 
horses and mules, rabbits for meat production, and 
fur animals should be reported. Control of rabbits as 
rodents is to be reported in item 140. 
27. Voluntary local leaders who have ACTIVELY EN-
GAGED in furthering extension work with each kind 
of livestock. See also interpretation of item 8. 
28. This is the sum total of office calls, telephone calls, 
farm visits, individual letters written, and attendance 
at meetings agent held or participated in, in connec-
tion with the line of work regardless of duplications. 
For example, there were 35 personal calls at the exten-
sion office relating to poultry, 18 telephone calls, 22 
letters, 45 farm visits, and a total attendance of 376 
at the 14 poultry meetings held during the year. 
This would make 496 contacts relating to poultry. 
This information should be readily available from 
office records. If records are not available, an esti-
mate will suffice, based upon such information as is 
available. 
29. The following factors should be considered in esti-
mating the total number of DIFFERENT farmers 
and other persons in the county assisted or influenced 
-TO MAKE SOME CHANGE, either through adop-
tion of a new, or improvement in an old, practice-
(1) Number of DIFFERENT persons reached through 
direct contacts (item 28 with duplications 
removed). 
(2) Membership in related extension groups such as 
4-H livestock projects, artificial-breeding, herd-
improvement, and poultry- or dairy-marketing 
cooperatives. 
(3) Probable number of other persons in the county 
reached through bulletins, circular letters, news 
stories, radio broadcasts and television, ex-
hibits, and other mass media utilized in live-
stock extension. Include also indirect spread 
of extension information from one person to 
another. 
(4) All available evidence indicating the percentage 
of the potential clientele in the county: Number 
of farms and other places that made use of 
extension information relating to specific kinds 
of livestock and livestock products. Such evi-
dence may be from sample surveys, reports from 
local leaders and secretaries Of organized live-
stock groups, requests for bulletins, inquiries 
received after the release of specific news articles 
or after broadcasts, amount of a product or of 
material handled by dealers, personal observa-
tions, and other sources. 
Item 29 will normally be greater than either item 30 
or 31. 
Numbers reported in items 29, 30, and 31 should include 
only those who adopted or put recommended practices 
into use. 
30. Report the total number of DIFFERENT persons 
helped with any livestock production or management 
practice. Include the specific practices listed in 30a 
through 30e, plus other production and management 
practices emphasized in the county extension program. 
Item 30 cannot exceed item 29, but will usually be 
larger than anyone of the specific practice items. 
a. Selection of male and female breeding stock, arti-
ficial breeding, selection of feeder animals. 
e. Those assisted in adopting more efficient ways of 
handling livestock or livestock products. Ex-
amples: Easier ways to care for hogs, do dairy-
barn and poultry chores. 
31. Includes total number of DIFFERENT producers 
assisted with any FARM MARKETING problem 
connected with livestock and livestock products. 
Work done with the trade is to be reported in items 32 
through 38. 
a. Persons helped with practices of grading, sorting, 
or classifying; farm processing; and otherwise 
preparing animals or animal products for the 
market. 
b. Persons helped primarily with the economics of 
marketing, use of market news service, supply 
and demand outlook, etc. 
c. Persons assisted primarily with those activities 
involved in arrangements incident to the actual 
selling of livestock and livestock products, such 
as market orders as they affect the individual 
producer, contract selling, market outlets, and 
delivery arrangements. 
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LIVESTOCK-Production and Farm Marketing 
In estimating the influence of extension teaching, be sure to consider all phases of the extension program: Agriculture, home demonstration, young men and 
women's work, and 4--H Club work. 
Item 
Dairy animals Poultry and Beef cattle Sheep, goats, Swine Other livestock and products products and products and products 
A B C D E F 
~ --"-- ---- -- . 
-.- . 
....-" . 
"' .~ 
-------------------- ---.:....;...;--'-"-' 
27. Number of voluntary local leaders assisting _________ ;; d .2/ b /{ /0 
28. Total number of personal contacts made individually 3 1- ~,)2/1- ~~3 7~ /OG or through meetings _____________________________ 
29. Estimated total number of DIFFERENT farmers 
and other individuals assisted directly or indirectly 
.5 1- /0 /fo TO ADOPT recommended practices _______________ ~DO ~5L) 
• 30. Estimated number of farmers and other individuals 
reported in item 29 assisted with any phase of pro- 3 1- 200 ~o duction and management _________________________ /0 30 : 
Of this number how many were assisted with-
a. Selection and breeding ____________________ l 0 . .:loo .3 fo .,3D 
b. Feeding _________________________________ 
.3 "I- 1100 ? iO /(1 
c. Controlling external parasites ______________ 0 .:1 ~OD /D /0 /8 
d. Controlling diseases and internal parasites ____ () <:! ,.!iOO ~D /0 /8 
e. Efficient work methods ____________________ Q 0 0 0 0 0 
31. Estimated number of farmers and other individuals 
reported in item 29 assisted with any phase of farm 3 D o? marketing ______________________________________ /DO 0 /0 
Of this number how many were assisted with-
a. Preparation for markeL ___________________ 0 0 
.70 0 0 LO 
b. Commodity outlook and market information_ .3 0 ,..50 ~ 0 D 
c. Arranging to sell and selling ________________ 0 0 /00 0 () 0 
I-l 
.... 
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MARKETING. DISTRIBUTION. AND FARM AND HOME SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS-Interpretation 
32. Columns A through F to include-
A. Only cooperatives that are incorporated under 
State law and have a place of business within the 
county are to be reported here. Do not report 
cooperatives whose place of business is outside the 
county. 
B. Members residing outside the county should not 
be included, but farmers in your county who are 
members of a cooperative with place of business in 
an adjoining county, provided such cooperative 
has been given extension assistance, are to be 
included. 
C. Cooperatives assisted in organizing or reorganizing 
during the year. Such assistance should include 
analyzing the needs for a cooperative, advisability 
of organizing a cooperative, procedure for organiz-
ing and incorporating, and other organizational 
information needed to get the cooperative started. 
D. Cooperatives assisted in an educational way to 
establish and develop a sound plan of financing, 
including handling of members' capital and bor-
rowed funds. Such assistance would include estab-
lishing new and strengthening old associations. 
E. Cooperatives assisted in an educational way with 
problems of physical operations and running the 
business, including accounting. 
F. Cooperatives assisted in planning and conducting 
educational programs for members and employed 
personnel. Assistance should also include that 
given in developing better public relations through 
rural-urban programs, activities with civic clubs, 
and other means of improving the general under-
standing of the purposes of the cooperatives and 
their contributions to the community welfare. 
32. Item should include-
b. Cooperatives for irrigation, livestock, dairy, 
crops, artificial breeding, grove care, hatch-
eries, credit and loan, insurance, electricity, 
telephone, health and hospitalization, fro-
zen-food lockers, volunteer rural fire com-
panies, etc. 
33. Groups reported here are those to which assistance 
may have involved many of the things outlined for 
cooperatives in item 32, column C, with the one 
difference that such groups have not yet incorporated 
as a cooperative. Assistance may also have been 
given to informally organized groups that do not 
contemplate formal organization. 
34. Only surveys you made or in which you gave assist-
ance when information on marketing or service 
facilities was obtained. 
36. Item should include cooperatives and other private 
enterprises with which you worked. 
a. Elevators, country buyers, processors, millers, 
feed manufacturers, seed dealers and pro-
cessors, wholesalers, retailers, and others 
engaged in marketing grain. 
b. Country buyers, shippers, dehydrators, feed 
dealers, and others concerned with market-
ing hay and other forage crops. 
c. (a) Cotton ginners in selecting, installing, 
maintaining and/or operating cotton gins 
to obtain better grade cotton. 
(2) Local buyers, oil mills, compressors, ware-
housemen, textile mills, and others engaged 
in processing (other than ginning), storing, 
and merchandizing raw cotton, cottonseed, 
and cottonseed products. 
d. Auction warehouses, country buyers, and 
others engaged in marketing and handling 
tobacco. 
e. Elevators, local buyers, oil mills, warehouse-
men, peanut processors, and other dealers. 
f. Sugar mills, contractors, and others engaged 
in handling and marketing sugarcane and 
sugar beets. 
g. Milk plants, pick-up and delivery routes, 
condenseries, cheese plants, ice-cream manu-
facturers, and bargaining groups. 
h. Assembling and processing plants, retailers of 
poultry and poultry products, grading 
stations, pick-up routes, and poultry and 
turkey auctions. 
i. Auction-market operators, terminal markets, 
processing plants including local locker 
plants, buyers of livestock and wool, lamb 
and wool pools, and feeder-calf and feeder-
pig auction demonstrations. 
and k. Cold-storage operators, transportation 
agencies, processors, wholesalers, retailers, 
and others engaged in moving agricultural 
products from the producer to the consumer. 
37. This item is to include food retailers with whom work 
was done in quality preservation, display, supplies 
and disposition of different food items, and consumer 
preference. Information prepared for other groups, 
though of value to food retailers, should not be 
included. 
38. Consumers who were given information regarding 
supply and relative price of agricultural products, 
to guide them in the purchase of food, are to be 
reported. Consumers given assistance in the selec-
tion of foods based upon individual or family needs 
should be reported in item 71b. Persons with whom 
you worked in consumer education on other than 
agricultural products should be reported under appro-
priate items in the respective sections, such as farm 
mechanical equipment (sub item 55a), home equip-
ment (sub item 61a), and clothing (subitem 67a). 
1 
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MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION, AND FARM AND HOME SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS 
32. Assistance given to FORMALLY organized cooperatives (those incorporated under State law) : 
Cooperatives in column A given educational assistance with-
Cooperatives Members 
Kind of assisted in county Organizational Financial Operational Public-relations cooperative and membership problems problems problems problems 
A B C D E F 
Number Number Number Number Number Number 
a. Marketing and 
purchasing ____ 
h. Farm and home 
service ________ 
33. Assistance given to INFORMALLY organized groups (other than those reported under item 32) with organizational 
and operational problems: 
Type of activity Groups 
A 
Number 
Members 
B 
Number 
a. Marketing and purchasing _____________ -- --- ___ ----- _ ---- --- -- __ --- ____ -- _ --- _/ ______ 1 _______ _ 
h. Farm and home service_ _ _ _ _ ________________________________________________ _ 
34. SURVEYS made during the year on specific problems of--
a. Marketing ____________________________________________________________________ _ 
h. Service facilities _______________________________________________________________ _ 
35. Farmers, homemakers, and other individuals assisted in marketing products through roadside or 
other farm retail markets: 
a. Agricultural products ___________________________________________________________ _ 
Number 
h. Home products (arts, crafts, etc.) ________________________________________________________ _ 
36. BUyers, sellers, handlers, processors, and transporters of farm products assisted with marketing 
problems: .5 
a. Grain, seed, dry beans and peas, etc ______________________________________________ _ 
b. Hay and other forage crops ________________________________________________________ ,::{-,-O __ _ 
c. Cotton: (1) Cotton ginners _____________________________________________________ _ 
(2) Other _____________________________________________________________ _ 
---------d. Tobacco ______________________________________________________________________ _ 
e. Oil crops (soybeans, flax, peanuts, etc.) ___________________________________________ _ 
.5 
---f. Sugarcrops ___________________________________________________________________ _ 
g. Dairy and dairy products _______________________________________________________ _ -'5-__ I __ _ 
h. Poultry and poultry products ___________________________________________________ _ 
i. Meat animals and meat products ________________________________________________ _ /00--
j. Fruits and nuts ________________________________________________________________ _ 
k. Vegetables including potatoes ___________________________________________________ _ 
37. Food retailers assisted with merchandising problems _______________________________________ _ 
38. Persons assisted with CONSUMER information on agricultural products ______ estimated totaL ___ ""..3"""-'0'--__ 
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SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT, FORESTRY, AND WILDLIFE-Interpretation. 
Consideration is to be given to the PLANNING and 
ECONOMIC aspects as well as to the technological 
problems incident to carrying out the practices listed on 
this page. 
A. Soil-and-water conservation and management refers 
to all extension work incident to the improvement of 
soil fertility and the continuous productive capacity 
of the land. Practices, such as the application of 
fertilizer utilized PRIMARILY by the crop to which 
it is applied, should be reported under Crops. How-
ever, certain practices, such as fertilizer application, 
may contribute to both immediate crop-production gain 
and long-time soil improvement. Some duplication 
in the reporting of such practices is inevitable. 
39, 40, and 41. See interpretation of corresponding 
items under Crops and Livestock. 
41. Figures in columns A, B, and C will usually be larger 
than anyone of the subitems in 42,43, or 44, respec-
tively. 
42. Item-
e. Refers to development of water supplies, both 
gravity and underground; storage, reser-
voirs, tanks, distribution systems, and the 
like. Persons given assistance in determin-
ing the quality of water for crop purposes 
are to be included. 
f. Refers to problems relating to the removal of 
excess water: Installation of tile, drainage-
ways, and ditches. Persons given assistanc~ 
in saline-alkaline reclamation are to be 
included. 
g. Reports assistance given with problems 
relating to the application of water to the land; 
water measurement; penetration duty of 
water, and the like. 
hand i. Report only application of soil amend-
ments and fertilizers that contribute to land 
protection and sustained productivity of the 
soil. Where such applications are made 
primarily for use of a crop currently grown, 
such assistance is to be reported under the 
appropriate crop. 
44. Item-
a. Reports only those assisted in the construction 
or management of ponds for fish. Ponds 
constructed primarily for storage of water 
for use in irrigation should be reported in 
subitem 42e. 
b. Refers to the planting of edible wild fruits 
and nuts in hedges, stream banks, odd areas, 
and field borders, and with other plantings 
for food and protection in wildlife areas. 
c. Includes protection of such wildlife areas as 
stream banks, odd areas, field borders, 
marshes, and ponds, from fire or livestock. 
( 
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SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT, FORESTRY, AND WILDLIFE 
In estimating, the influence of extension teaching, be sure to consider all phases of the extension program: Agriculture, 
home demonstration, young men and women's work, and 4-H Club work. 
Soil and water 
Item conservation and Forestry Wildlife management 
A B C 
39. Number of voluntary local leaders assisting _______________ ;;1 .3 {p 
40. Total number of personal contacts made individually or L~Co 24 ~I through meetings _____________ - - - - - - _____ - - - - - - - - ____ 
41. Estimated total number of DIFFERENT farmers and 
other individuals assisted directly or indirectly TO 
/0 0 ~o fa ADOPT recommended practices_ 
----------- ---------
Estimated 
42. Farmers and other individuals reported in item 41-A assisted with- number 
a. Proper land use __________________________________________________________________ __ LI....:o::,"\.::;.o __ _ 
b. Contour and strip cropping _______________________________________________________ __ ~/<.....:'D:._--
c. Terracing _____________________________________________ -- ________________________ - __ ~~=_--
d. Grassingwaterways ______________________________________ --------------__________ ~ 
e. Water supply, storage, and distribution_____________________________________________ ;; 
f. Drainage_______________________________________________________________________ I 
g. Irrigation__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ ____ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ .5 
h. Use of soil amendments (lime, sulfur, gypsum, trace elements, etc.)____________________ /0 
.20 i. Use of fertilizers (commercial and barnyard) (See subitem 25b) .. ________________________ --==-:;.",.. __ _ 
j. Production of soil-improvement crops _________________________________________________ ..::,;; __ _ 
k. Crop rotations __________________ .________________________________________________ ;? 
1. Land c1earing_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 0 
43. Farmers and other individuals reported in item 41-B assisted with- Cia 
a. Planting forest trees (windbreaks, shelterbelts, erosion control, Christmas trees, etc.) _____ __ -LL ___ _ 
b. Timber-stand improvement (thinning, weeding, and pruning forest and woodland trees) __ __ .....::.,1,...,,0,.--__ _ 
c. Timber harvesting (includes selective and other recommended cutting for forest products) __ ____ 0___ _ 
d. Estimating and appraising ___________________________________________________________ 0-:-__ _ 
e. Production of maple-sirup products or naval stores___________________________________ 0 
f. Treating wood products with preservatives (fence posts and building timbers) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 0 
g. Marketing of forest products (includes markets and timber-selling practices) ____________ __ .......:C:::.) ___ _ 
h. Fire prevention __________________________________________________________________ __ --'0"-__ _ 
44. Farmers and other individuals reported in item 41-C assisted with-
a. Construction or management of ponds for fish _______________________________________ __ -:-:.!..I ___ _ 
b. Making food and cover plantings for wildlife __________________________________________ £!~O::;:l----
c. Protection of wildlife areas from fire or livestock _____________________________________ __ /f~C:::.' ___ _ 
'II 
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PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT OF THE FARM BUSINESS-Interpretation 
47. This item is the total number of DIFFERENT 
farmers and other persons assisted in all lines of work 
concerning the business-management aspects of farm-
ing. It will, therefore, include subitems listed under 
item 48 as well as others. Subitems 48a through 48j 
are for reporting the different persons helped in various 
lines. The same person may be helped in several ways, 
hence the total of these items would ordinarily be 
greater than the total for item 47. 
48. Assistance should include-
a. All persons to whom information on the "out-
look" ahead was given as an aid to making 
farm-business decisions. For example, a 
discussion of the diary situation and outlook 
at a dairy meeting with the idea of helping 
the group to make a decision would be in-
cluded, as well as any meetings or other 
efforts to discuss outlook as such. 
b. Work done in explaining how to keep farm 
records and use them; also in summarizing 
and analyzing farm records. 
c. Special work done in helping farmers to make 
an overall plan of the farm business for the 
most profitable use of resources over a period 
of years. 
d. Work done to help farmers make yearly ad-
justments in size, combination of enterprises, 
production expenditures, and operation of 
the farm business. Subitem 48c refers to 
long-time adjustments, 48d should include 
adjustments made from year to year. 
e. Special work in helping farmers to develop new 
sources of income. 
f. Assistance given to obtain and use credit for 
operating the farm business; for example, in 
the purchase of livestock, feed, fertilizer, and 
farm machinery, and in financing the pur-
chase of the farm. 
g. Help given persons in locating and/or apprais-
ing a farm for rental or purchase. 
h. Help given in locating farm labor, instructing 
groups of workers in efficient work methods, 
and in acquainting employers of good 
farmer-worker relations. 
i. Leases, partnerships, property transfers, and 
farm and liability insurance. (See subitem 
66d.) 
j. Work in acquainting farmers with income-tax 
provisions, including how to figure deprecia-
tion, handle capital expenditures, and divide 
joint farm and home costs. 
49. This item should include work that may have been 
done with persons or firms doing business as farm 
planners or farm managers, as well as lawyers and 
others giving legal and income-tax assistance. 
50. Should include also life-insurance companies, etc. 
PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT OF THE FARM BUSINESS 
In estimating the influence of extension teaching, be sure to consider all phases of the extension program: Agriculture, 
home demonstration, young men and women's work, and 4-H Club work. 
45. Number of voluntary local leaders assisting_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- --- - - - - - - --v~'''''-;-'''J''''n''----
46. Total number of personal contacts made individually or through meetings ____________________ __ ..... 'L,-,=,-<'I.,,-,'( __ _ 
47. Estimated number of DIFFERENT farmers and other individuals assisted directly or indirectly 
with management problems _____________________________________________________________ _ --,=_".3£-..:;0_D_' __ _ 
48. Estimated number of farmers and other individuals reported in item 47 assisted with-
a. Information on the agricultural outlook ____________________________________________ ___ ...5=-,-0_. __ _ 
b. Keeping and analyzing farm records _______________________________________________ __ -'~'7-0 ___ _ 
c. Developing an overall farm plan _______ - __________________________________________ __ -=/:-;:0 ___ _ 
d. Making needed adjustments in farm operation ______________________________________ __ --'-/..,L".'l ___ _ 
e. Developing supplemental sources of income _________________________________________ ___ ...;:D ___ _ 
f. Obtaining and using credit _______________________________________________________ __ ----"'!2.L. ___ _ 
g. Selecting a farm for rental or purchase _____________________________________________ __ ""1'--0'-' ___ _ 
h. Obtaining, training, and using farm laboL __________________________________________ -'c(::..L...;:C~O ___ _ 
i. Legal aspects of the farm business ___________________________________________________ ...:./-,-0 __ _ 
j. Income-tax accounting, social security, and related problems ___________________________ ...::-3""-'0'--__ _ 
49. Number of individuals or firms assisted in rendering better planning, management, legal, tax, or 
other specialized services to farmers ______________________________________________________ __ ;;;c2-'-o ___ _ 
50. Number of banks or other agencies assisted in adapting loan and credit policies and procedures to 
provide better service to farmers _________________________________________________________ ___ ..::b:;,, ___ _ 
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FARM BUILDINGS AND MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT-Interpretation 
53. Figures in columns A and B will usually be larger than 
anyone of the subitems in 54 or 55 respectively. 
55. Item-
a. Refers to farm mechanical equipment used 
outside farm buildings, usually in connec-
tion with field work, such as tractor, hay 
loader, cotton picker, potato digger. 
54. The farmhoul!le should NOT be included. It should 
be reported under item 60. 
a. This subitem includes the planning and de-
cisions relating to farm-building arrange-
ment, for efficient work methods, and the 
like. 
band c. Also include planning and decisions 
relating to efficient lay-out within a 
farm building. 
d. Also include equipment that may be con-
structed as part of the building. 
b. Refers to labor-saving devices and equipment 
developed or built by the farmer. 
56. Item should include the use of electricity in the 
farm business, such as electric brooders and motors 
for building equipment. 
FARM BUILDINGS AND MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 
In estimating the influence of extension teaching, be sure to consider all phases of the extension pr<ogram: Agriculture, 
home demonstration, young men and women's work, atnd /rH Club work. 
Farm 
Item 
buildings 
A 
51. Number of voluntary local leaders assisting _______________________________ 
52. Total number of personal contacts made individually or through meetings _____ /0 
53. Estimated total number of DIFFERENT farmers and other individuals 
assisted directly or indirectly TO ADOPT recommended practices ____________ /0 
54. Farmers and other individuals reported in item 53-A, assisted with-
a. Arrangement of farm-building lay-out _____________________________________________ _ 
b. Construction of farm buildings _________ - _ - _ -_ - ____________________________ - _ - ____ _ 
c. Remodeling or repairing farm buildings ____________________________________________ _ 
d. Selection or construction of farm-building equipment ________________________________ _ 
55. Farmers and other individuals reported in item 53-B, assisted with-
Farm mechanical 
equipment 
B 
'7 
I~ 
/6 
Estimated 
number 
.5 
/0 a. Selection of farm mechanical equipment- _______________________________ - _ - _ - _ - _ - _ -_:{'
b. Developing labor-saving devices and equipment ____________________________________ _ 
c. Use, care, and repair of farm mechanical equipment __________________________________ __ -'/'--0 ___ _ 
56. Farmers and other individuals assisted in the use of electricity for income-producing purposes ______ ___ -'0"-__ _ 
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THE HOUSE AND SURROUNDINGS, FURNISHINGS AND EQUIPMENT-Interpretation 
This section deals with assistance given to homemakers, 
farmers, and other persons in connection with the house 
and surroundings, the furnishings and equipment. 
A. Covers specific practices listed under item 60 and 
other related work.· 
B. Covers specific practices listed under item 61 and 
other related work. 
57. This item relates to the voluntary local leaders or 
committeemen who have ACTIVELY ENGAGED in 
furthering those phases of extension work dealing with 
the house and surroundings, furnishings, and equip-
ment. See also interpretation of item 8. 
58. This is the sum total of office calls, telephone calls, 
farm visits, individual letters written, and attendance 
at meetings agent held or participated in, in connec-
tion with the line of work, regardless of duplications. 
For example, in connection with the house and its 
surroundings, the agricultural agent and home demon-
stration agent had, together, 75 office calls, 55 tele-
phone calls, wrote 25 letters, visited 60 homes, and 
had an attendance of 360 at the various types of 
meetings relating to this line of work-a total of 575 
contacts. This information should be readily avail-
able from office records. If such records are not 
available, however, an estimate will suffice, based 
upon what information is available. 
59. In estimating the total number of DIFFERENT 
homemakers and other persons in the county influ-
enced TO MAKE SOME CHANGE, either through 
adopting a new practice or improving an old practice, 
the following factors should be considered: 
(1) Number of DIFFERENT persons reached through 
direct contacts (item 58 with duplications 
removed). 
(2) Membership in related extension groups, such as 
4-H projects and home demonstration clubs. 
(3) Probable number of other persons in the county 
reached with extension information, through 
bulletins, circular letters, news stories, radio 
broadcasts and television, exhibits, and other 
mass media, including the passing on of exten-
sion information from one neighbor to another. 
(4) All other available evidence indicating the pro-
portion of potential clientele (number of 
occupied dwelling units in the county or number 
of houses, depending upon the phase of extension 
work being reported) that made use of exten-
sion information relating to specific practices 
or groups of practices. Such evidence may be 
from sample surveys, reports of local leaders, 
bulletins requested, inquiries received after 
publication of specific news stories or after 
broadcasts, amount of recommended material 
sold by dealers, personal observation, and other 
sources. 
The totals reported in columns A and B normally will 
be greater than those reported for anyone of the subitems 
under items 60 and 61, respectively, as those totals will 
usually include practices in addition to the specific ones 
listed. 
60. Item-
c. Refers to space, work-saving arrangements, 
storage, surface finishes, and light and 
ventilation in the kitchen and laundry. 
d. Refers to storage space in any other area of 
house other than kitchen and laundry. 
g. Reports work done in planning a suitable 
electric system to meet present and future 
needs. This includes size of wiring to 
power load, number and location of outlets, 
and switches. 
h. Includes work done in planning as well as the 
actual landscaping and care of home 
grounds. Assistance given in insect or 
disease eontrol of lawn, flowers, shrubs, 
or house plants should be reported in item 
25-H. 
The subitems listed under item 60 should not be added 
and reported in item 59-A, because the same person may 
have been assisted in adopting several of the practices 
listed. 
61. Item should include-
a. Electrical equipment in the home. Work 
done with sewing equipment should be 
reported under subitem 67d. 
c. Refinishing furniture, upholstering, chair seat-
ing, renovation of accessories. 
The subitems listed under item 61 should not be added 
and reported in item 59-B, because the same person may 
have been assisted in adopting several of the practices 
listed. 
( 
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THE HOUSE AND SURROUNDINGS, FURNISHINGS AND EQUIPMENT 
In estimating the influence of extension teaching, be sure to consider all phases of the extension program: Agriculture, 
home demonstration, young men and women's work, and 4-H Club work. 
The house and Furnishings and 
Item surroundings equipment 
A B 
57. Number of voluntary local leaders assisting _______________________________ 3 0 
58. Total number of personal contacts made individually or through meetings ____ ..:11 7~ 
59. Estimated total number of DIFFERENT families, homemakers, or other 
.,2.0 90 individuals assisted directly or indirectly TO ADOPT recommended practices ___ 
60. Families, homemakers, and other individuals reported in item 59-A assisted with- Estimated number 
a. Building a new house ____________________________________________________________ _ o 
b. Remodeling or repairing the house _________________________________________________ _ 
c. Improving kitchen or laundry _____________________________________________________ _ o 
d. Improving storage space _________ . ________________________________________________ _ 
e. Selection, installation, use, and care of water and/or sewage systems ___________________ _ 
f. Selection, installation, use, and care of heating and/or cooling systems _________________ _ 
g. Planning electrical systems _______________________________________________________ _ 
h. Landscaping home grounds ______________________________________________________ _ /5 
61. Homemakers and other individuals reported in item 59-B assisted with-
a. Selection, use, and care of home equipment (other than sewing equipment) __________ u_ 20 
b. Selection, use, and construction of home furnishings ____ uuu_u_u ________ uu_uu_ 20 
';0 c. Repair, reconditioning, and care of home furnishings ________________________________ _ 
d. Furniture arrangement and use of accessories ____ u __ uu ___ uuu u ______ u u u_u u 20 
~o e. Color schemes and wall finishes ___________________________________________________ _ 
~O f. Floor finishes ______________________________________________________________________ --'-=-__ _ 
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HOME MANAGEMENT, FAMILY ECONOMICS, AND CLOTHING-Interpretation 
64. See item 59 for interpretation of what to include here. 
6511.. Management may be defined as "using, as well as 
we can, what we have, to get what we want." 
Therefore, in helping people to improve their 
management we are concerned with "how," 
"what," "who," "when," and "where" decisions 
that will aid them in reaching their goals. For 
example, the management of dishwashing would 
include "who" and "when" decisions as well as 
the "how" decision. If only the "how" decision 
in dishwashing was improved, it should be reported 
under 65b as an improved housekeeping method. 
Management decisions have to do with the use of 
the family's available physical and human re-
sources-time, energy, equipment, skills, knowl-
edge, and money. 
66. Includes work done-
Assistance includes work done-
b. In improvement in the use of time and energy 
through job-methods training, work simpli-
fication, and time ltIld motion study. (See 
example in 6511..) 
c. On laundering methods and use of new soaps 
and detergents. (Assistance related to 
laundering the new-type fabrics in con-
nection with the care of clothing should be 
reported in subitem 67b.) 
b. On that portion of financial affairs that deals 
with planning the use of family resources 
and making distribution to cover cost of 
food, clothing, shelter, transportation, and 
savings (thrift). 
d. On wills, inheritance, insurance, notes and 
installment-buying contracts. Subitem 48i 
covers legal affairs pertaining to the farm 
business. 
67. Includes work done-
a. In the selection of shoes, hats, accessories, 
men's and boys' clothing as well as clothing 
accounts and inventories. 
b. With storage, dry-cleaning, and speciallaun-
dering problems in connection with care 
of clothing. Work on control of moths 
and silverfish, and the like, as part of the 
care of clothing, should be reported here. 
Specific help given to control insect damage 
to clothing should be reported under item 
137. 
c. On both new and remodeled clothing. 
e. On the influence of good grooming on develop-
ment of the individual. 
HOME MANAGEMENT, FAMILY ECONOMICS, AND CLOTHING 
In estimating the influence of extension teaching, be sure to consider all phases of the extension program: Agriculture, 
home demonstration, young men and women's work, and 4-H Club work. 
Home Family Clothing Item management economics 
A B C 
62. Number of voluntary local leaders assisting ____________ '. __ ...35 ;;7 
63. Total number of personal contacts made individually or ~ ;( 1!:J7 through meetings ____________________________________ 
64. Estimated total number of different homemakers and other 
persons assisted directly or indirectly TO ADOPT recom- d ~ /20 mended practices ____________________________________ 
65. Homemakers and other individuals reported in item 64-A assisted-
a. In arriving at management decisions ______________________________________________ _ 
Estimated number 
D 
b. In improving housekeeping methods _______________________________________________ _ 
c. With family laundering __________________________________________________________ _ c 
66. HC9memakers and other individuals reported in item 64-B assisted-
a. In the use of rural family outlook information ______________________________________ _ 
b. With family financial planning ___________________________________________________ _ 
o 
o 
c. With keeping and analyzing home records _________________________________________ _ 
d. With family legal matters ________________________________________________________ _ o 
67. Homemakers and other individuals reported in item 64-C assisted-
":;0 a. In selecting and buying clothing __________________________________________________ _ 
b. With care and mending of clothing_________________________________________________ /e 
c. With clothing construction__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ /.:2 0 
d. In selection, use, and care of sewing and pressing equipment and with sewing centers ______ ---=...5=;-_0 ___ _ lQ e. With good grooming and posture (personal appearance) _____________________________ _ 
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FOODS AND NUTRITION, HEALTH, FAMILY LIFE, AND SAFETY-Interpretation 
Columns A, B, C, and D include the specific practices 
listed under items 71, 72, 73, and 74, respectively, as well as 
other related work. 
weight control, diets for special needs, as 
well as general nutrition for good health. 
72. Assistance includes-
68 and 69. See interpretations of items 57 and 58. 
B. Work relating to garbage disposal, screening 
for flies, sanitary outhouses, and other dis-
ease-preventive practices. Control of house-
hold insects through elimination of breeding 
places, use of sprays, and the like should be 
reported under item 137. 
70. Considers factors outlined for item 59. 
71. Assistance inc1udes-
a. All work done to encourage production and 
use of home-grown food: Fruits, vegetables, 
meats,poultry, eggs, dairy products. 
b. Selection on basis of quality, nutritional needs, 
amount to buy, variety, and form. Work 
done regarding price and supply should be 
reported in item 38. 
c. Also food preparation for special occasions, 
such as holidays and picnics, as well as for 
outdoor meals and meals for large groups. 
d. Freezing, canning, drying, brining; storage of 
fruits and root vegetables; curing of meats; 
and making jams, jellies, and pickles. 
e. Child feeding, maternal diet, food for the aged, 
c and d. Educational work done to encourage 
examinations for cancer, heart ailments, polio, 
and tuberculosis, to protect and/or improve 
the health of individual persons. 
73. Work includes assisting families in-
c. Willingness to work as a family member 
toward a family goal-family councils. 
d. Development of self-confidence and emotional 
stability; adjustments to life situations. 
74. Work includes assisting families in-
c. Safe driving, bicycle riding, safe practices for 
pedestrians, and other safety practices. 
FOODS AND NUTRITION, HEALTH, FAMILY LIFE, AND SAFETY 
In estimating the influence of extension teaching, be sure to consider all phases of the extension program. Agriculture, 
home demonstration, young men and women's work, and 4-H Club work 
Foods and nu- Health Family life Safety 
Item trition 
A B C D 
68. Number of voluntary local leaders as- 11 18 -Eo 1.8 sisting _______________________________ 
69. Total number of personal contacts made IdS =l~ taO to individually or through meetings ________ 
70. Estimated total number of DIFFER-
ENT families assisted directly or in-
directly TO ADOPT recommended jDe dO .be: tv practices ____________________________ 
71. Families reported in item 7Q..A assisted- Estimated number 
/Oc a. With planning and/or producing the home food supply _________________________________ --'-_____ _ 
b. In selecting food ___________________________________________________________________ .......:../:-:' 0::-:-0 __ _ 
c. With meal planning and food preparation _____________________________________________ ..:;;/_~.,Oc-~ __ _ 
d. With preservation and storage of food ________________________________________________ --=~-::-__ _ 
d{O e. In improving diets __________________________________________________________________ -'-___ _ 
72. Families reported in 70-B assisted in-
o a. Sanitation practices and facilities _____________________________________________________ -::;;;-___ _ 
~O b. First aid and home nursing __________________________________________________________ ----
/0 c. Dental-health education ____________________________________________________________ --='----___ _ 
/0 d. Health education leading to physical examination by a physician ________________________ --' ____ _ 
73. Families reported in item 70-C assisted with-
e a. Child development and guidance _____________________________________________________ -='--__ _ 
b. Providing recommended play, clothing, and equipment suited to age of children ____________ --'O::-__ _ 
c. Understanding roles of family members and strengthening family relationships ______________ g,.,-__ _ 
d. Individual adjustments and personality development ___________________________________ '----____ _ 
e. Home and family recreation ________________________________________________________ --:...5='_0:., ___ _ 
74. Families reported in item 70-D assisted with- ..s 
a. Fire prevention around the farm and home ____________________________________________ -= ___ _ 
-!i b. Accident prevention around the farm and home _______________________________________ --=_"":" ___ _ 
-.5 c. Accident prevention away from home place ___________________________________________ -==-___ _ 
i,11 
11 '1 
I 
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS-Interpretation 
Note that the nature of this section requires treatment 
quite different from that for regular subject-matter pages. 
Here we try to get a picture of the number of different 
educational projects or activities agents worked on, size 
of the area covered, number of groups assisted, and the like. 
The general approach is to start with projects affecting 
the individual (item 75); then to move on to projects 
relating to the community and county (items 76 and 77); 
to the regional or area programs that may cover part of a 
county or several States (item 78); to the national program 
(item 79); and finally to world affairs (item 80). Item 81 
covers emergency activities in which extension agents par-
ticipated. 
A. Educational projects, programs, or activities may be 
things such as making a survey of a community's need 
for telephone lines; promoting a dinner between a 
businessmen's service group and the farmers in the 
area, to improve rural-urban relations; planning for a 
hospital or a community health project of some kind; 
organizing a soil conservation district; or work done 
to get a bookmobile started in the county. Any com-
munity-improvement projects the 4-H Clubs engaged 
in should be reported in this column under the appro-
priate heading. Report only the projects, programs, 
or activities in which county extension agents partici-
pated, either alone or in cooperation with State special-
ists or others. Do not report in this section work done 
unofficially, such as school or church work. 
B. Entries in this column should indicate the number of 
communities or groups within the county assisted in 
each project reported in column A. A community is a 
more or less well-defined group of people with common 
interests and problems. Such a' group may include 
those within a township, trade area, or similar limit. 
For purposes of this report, a community is one of sev-
eral units into which a county is divided for conducting 
organized extension work. 
C. This column reports on those projects where local 
leaders assisted. Members of special committees ap-
pointed by other groups with whom you worked 
should be reported as local leaders. Include only 
those living within the county. 
D. In addition to local leaders, includes all others actively 
engaged in advancing the project or activity. For 
example, a community forum to discuss national or 
international problems would include adults and 
youths in attendance at the forum, local leaders, and 
all others who assisted in planning, arranging, or pro-
moting the forum. 
75. Item includes such things as developing an under-
standing of citizenship responsibilities and functions 
of government-local, State, or national; and study 
of public documents. 
76. Includes improvement clubs, councils, committees for 
special purposes. 
77. Item includes-
j. Music, drama, and art. 
1. A processing plant, general store, packing 
shed for strawberries, livestock auction yard, 
credit facility, utility (other than telephone 
which is reported under "h") , transporta-
tion, industry, and similar facilities which 
definitely service the economic side of the 
community. 
78. Item includes-
a. Such regional or area development programs 
or projects as river basin; watershed; soil con-
servation district; land use; land reclamation; 
flood control; and industrial development. 
79. Item includes national programs or proposals such as 
those relating to prices, trade, taxation, labor, public 
welfare, and industry. 
80. Includes things such as developing miderstanding of 
international problems, programs, and organizations, 
including work with foreign visitors and trainees; 
understanding of other peoples; and impact of world 
affairs on American life. 
8!. Includes emergency assistance in connection with 
fires, floods, drought, and other disasters, and special 
drives. 
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
Different educa-
tional projects, Communities or Voluntary local Persons 
Item programs, or groups assisted leaders assisting participating 
activities 
A B C D 
Number Number Number Number 
75. Citizenship activities _________________ L .:? /0 
76. Developing and improving county or 
community organization _______________ 
77. Local projects of a general public nature: 
a. General community problems; 
studies, surveys, etc __________ 
b. Improving health facilities, serv-
ices, and programs ____________ 
c. Improving schools ______________ 
d. Improving churches ____________ 
e. Bettering town-country relations 
f. Libraries ______________________ .2 !j 1;( I~ 
g. ftoads ________________________ 
h. Telephones ____________________ 
i. Community centers _____________ 
j. ftecreation programs and facili-
ties _________________________ 
k. Community beautification _______ 
1. Economic services ______________ 
78. ftegional or area development programs 
or proj ects ___________________________ 
79. National programs and proposals affect-
ing agriculture and rurallife ____________ 
80. World affairs _________________________ 
81. Emergency activities 
- --
7 I I I 
----------
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Special Report on 
FARM AND HOME DEVELOPMENT 
_ In items 1 to 4 of this section is to be reported only the families worked with through Farm and Home Development, 
Balanced Farming, Better Farming for Better Living, Farm and Home Counseling and similar names that States have 
given to B way of doing extension work that involves family participation in planning for the farm and home as B total 
unit. Accomplishments of these families will also be reported under the respective subject-matter sections of the regular annual 
report. (This means that development of a farm plan by one of these families, as a part of the total farm and home 
plan, is to be reported also in item 48c, and any assistance given with credit, leases, crops, livestock, soil conservation, and 
so forth, is to be reported in its proper section of the regular report. In like manner, development of a home plan by one 
of these families should also be reported under the appropriate item on page 20, and any assistance in home furnishings, 
clothing, foods, and so forth, in its proper section of the regular report.) 
Item 5 provides a place to report families worked with during the year who were not identified as Farm and Home 
Development families but whom you helped to make significant progress through use of the Farm and Home Development 
process (problem approach). 
1. Different Farm and Home Development families- (Number) 
B. Started this year __________________________________________________________________________ _ 
(Count a family as "started" when they have indicated a firm desire to have you help them develop 
a COMBINED farm and home plan. Include only families not previously reported.) 
b. Total worked with during the year __________________________________________________________ _ 
(Include those reported in "a" as well as families worked with this year who started in previous 
years.) 
2. Of the total number reported in 1 b above, how many were families-(the following categories do not attempt 
to account for all families reported in 1b, and some families may be included in more than one group). 
B. With whom Extension has had little or no previous contact _____________________________________ _ 
b. Just getting started in farming ______________________________________________________________ _ 
(May be young folks or older families who have moved onto their present place within the past 5 
years.) 
c. With low incomes _________________________________________________________________________ _ 
(Whose gross income is usually in lower third for county.) 
d. Part-time farmers _________________________________________________________________________ _ 
(Operator works off farm more than 3 months of year.) 
e. That had reached the point where they could go on with their farm and home development work without 
special extension assistance _________________________________________________________________ _ 
(Presumably these families will continue to participate in other phases of the county extension pro-
gram.) 
f. That became inactive in farm and home development work because-(1) They quit farming _________________________________________________________________ _ 
(2) Other reasons _____________________________________________________________________ _ 
3. Of the total number reported in 1b above, how many families were assisted in-
a. Developing their original plans this year through: 
(1) Individual contacts only ___________________________________________________________ _ 
(2) Group contacts only _______________________________________________________________ _ 
(3) Both individual and group contacts with the same family _______________________________ _ 
b. Putting their plans into action this year through: 
(1) Individual contacts only ___________________________________________________________ _ 
(2) Group contacts only _______________________________________________________________ _ 
(3) Both individual and group contacts with the same family _______________________________ _ 
4. Of the total number reported in 1b above, how many families have 4-H Club members whose project activities 
this year directly support the family's farm and home plan _______________________________________________ _ 
5. In addition to the families "started" and "worked with" in farm and home development as reported above, 
how many farmers,_ homemakers, or families did you work with in identifying, analyzing and solving COM-
PLEX INTERRELATED problems of the farm and/or home but did not develop B total farm and home 
plan. (Do not include those families to whom you only gave special assistance on individual enterprises or practice) __________________________ < ________ -:.. _________ ~ ___________________________________________ _ 
.-
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SUMMARY OF 4-H CLUB PROJECTS 
A club member may engage in more than one project. The sum of the projects may, therefore, be greater than the number 
of different club members enrolled. (For interpretation of items see top of page 26.) 
Members Members Units involved in completed 
Item enrolled completing projects 
A B C 
Number Number Number 
82. Corn ______________________________ acres 
83. Other cereals ______________________ do. 
84. Peanuts __________________________ do. 
85. Soybeans, field peas, alfalfa __________ do. 
86. Potatoes, Irish and sweet ____________ do. 
87. COtton ____________________________ do. 
88. Tobacco ___________________________ do. L?; i? .If ,. 89. Vegetable growing __________________ do. 
90. Fruits _____________________________ do. 
91. Range and pasture __________________ dd. J:< do. 
92. Other crops ________________________ do. 
93. Soil and water conservation __________ do. 
94. Forestry ___________________________ .!:J b do. 
95. Wildlife and nature study ____________ LL CJ xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
96. Poultry (including turkeys) __________ ..3 ~ ....3oe birds 
97. Dairy cattle _______________________ I 0 animals 
98. Beef cattle _________________________ LO b t'=' J";{9 do. 
99. Sheep _____________________________ ~ t., to do. 
100. Swine ___________________________ ~_ Jj i 'I do. 
100%. Horses and ponies ___________________ .23 /~ I~ do. 
101. Rabbits ____________________________ .3 I I do. 
101~. Dog husbandry _____________________ do. 
102. Other livestock _____________________ do. 
103. Bees _______________________________ colonies 
104. Entomology ________________________ ? 3 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
105. Tractor maintenance ________________ ...:;~ 7"G If., tractors 
106. Electricity _________________________ .) / 3 articles 
107. Farm shop _________________________ 10 ;( ?3 do. 
107%. Automotive care and safety __________ r; 1. xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
108. Other engineering projects ___________ '1 3 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
109. Farm management __________________ xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
110. Beautification of home grounds _______ ~ :2 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
111. Meal planning and preparation (in- If;) 
-2!1 { 2.75 clude baking and food selection) ______ ";;/0 dishes prepared meals served 112. Canning and preserving (other than G G ...Jifi freezing) ___________________________ quarts 
113. Freezing of foods ____________________ 
xx{ 
quarts frozen 
114. Health, nUrsing, and first aid _________ dZO /.2 pounds frozen 
115. Child care __________________________ I / xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
116. Clothing ___________________________ ~4' 3* xx{ J~O articles 117. Home management __________________ ~~ /3/ garments 
118. Home furnishings and room improve- { ~7) articles ment ______________________________ 2 Z. 77 rooms 
119. Home industries, arts, and crafts ______ articles 
120. Junior leadership ____________________ /5 Ii xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
121. All other ___________________________ /6 ,if xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
122. TotaL _____________________________ 1-'1f2 ----3211 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
1 
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SUMMARY OF 4-H CLUB PROJECTS-Interpretation 
A. 4-H Club members enrolled are the boys and girls 
who actually start the work outlined for the year. 
B. 4-H Club members completing are those boys and 
girls who satisfactorily finish the work outlined 
for the year. 
C. Where certain phases of a project cannot be 
measured in terms of the unit designated, the units 
for that phase of the project should not be answered. 
Report to the nearest whole unit for the completed 
projects only. 
The following items include projects in-
89. Home and market gardens as well as commercial 
canning crops. 
91. Improvement and management of range and pas-
ture. Also includes projects in identification of 
grasses and weeds, and the control of weeds. 
92. All crops not falling in one of items 82 through 91. 
Note that pasture projects are reported separately 
(item 91). 
95. Also includes game and fur-bearing animals. 
102. Horses and mules, goats, and other livestock not 
listed in items 96 through 101. 
104. Study of insects and insecticides. 
105-C. Tractors maintained or serviced. 
106-C. Articles that may be either made or repaired. 
107-C. Articles that may be either made or repaired. 
109. Farm records and accounts. 
110. Farmstead and home improvement, landscaping, 
flowers. Improvement of the home deals with the 
exterior. Work on the interior is reported under 
item 118. 
111. Also includes food selection. 
113-C. Frozen foods should be entered as quarts or 
pounds. Do not duplicate entries by convertIng 
quarts to pounds or pounds to quarts. 
117. 4-H personal accounts as well as time-and-energy 
management and other home-management prob-
lems. 
4-H CLUB MEMBERSHIP-Interpretation 
123. The number of different 4-H Clubs in the county is 
to be reported under this item. Do not count the 
same club more than once. A 4-H Club is an organ-
ized gI"OUP of boys and/or girls with the objectives 
of demonstrating improved practices in agriculture 
and home economics, and of providing desirable 
training for members. 
124. 4-H Club members-
a. Enrolled are those boys and girls who actually 
start the work outlined for the year. 
b. Completing are those boys and girls who satis-
factorily finish the work outlined for the 
year. 
125. Census definitions may be used as a guide in determin-
ing the kind of home in which 4-H Club members 
reside. 
a. Bureau of the Census definition of a farm as 
used in the 1950 Census is: 
In 1950, places of 3 or more acres were counted as farms 
only if agricultural products, exclusive of a home garden, 
With a VALUE of $150 or more were produced in 1949. 
Also in 1950, places of less than 3 acres were counted as 
farms only if the value of agricultural products SOLD 
amounted to $150 or more. 
b. Rural nonfarm homes are located in open 
country and do not qualify ~ farms, or in 
centers having up to 2,500 population. 
c. Urban homes are located in centers of 2,500 
population and over, also in densely settJed 
fringe areas around cities of 50,000 or more. 
127. Age of club members at time of enrollment is to be 
used as basis for reporting. 
128. Report only club members who received DEFINITE 
training in the subitems listed. Be sure to include 
those enrolled in corresponding 4-H projects. Do 
not count all members as having received training in 
broad subjects such as citizenship, personal improve-
ment, and music appreciation, unless they were given 
specific training in such subjects. . 
e. Includes members who received training in 
how to keep and use personal accounts; de-
velopment of money plans; arriving at de-
cisions about savings; becoming familiar 
with life insurance; and in other ways to 
save. 
130. A 4-H Club camp is conducted under the direction 
of a professional extension worker or voluntary local 
leader and provides a group of club members with the 
experience of being away from home overnight and 
participating in an organized educational, recrea-
tional, or nature-study program. Do not include 
"day camps," short" courses, picnics, institutes, or 
other similar training or :recreation events. 
'_F'f# 
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4-H CLUB MEMBERSHIP 
1'7 123. Number of 4-H Clubs _____________________________________________________________________ ~_ ___ 
Boys Girls 124. Different 4-H Club members- 9:3 ~~ a. Enrolled _____ - - _____ - _____ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---..;....::r--- ___ ----::,,,.,.-__ 
b. Completing _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 12...L" :.:::.3~ __ ___ --"-9-=-.1 __ 
125. 4-H Club members from-
a. Farm homes __________ ----- - - -- - - _ -- ------- - - - -- --- - --- - - ____ - - ___ L9....:0=--__ -----'?'-;-~7.--
/ /D b. Rural nonfarm homes ___________________________________________ ----:1~-- ----'--/-;---
c. Urban homes - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----=-=~-- -----:;oo;-r--
(For checking purposes; total equals 124a) __ __ --'y~-__'.3~ ______ ~=__(;y __ _ 
126. 4-H Club members enrolled by years in club work: 
a. 1st year _________________________________________________________ --=2=-,O=--_ ___ ..:-1.,..,8,..,--_ 
'7 Ie.; b. 2d yeaL __ ------- -- - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- -- ------- --- - - - - - - --- ---_.!-.-- ------''-;-i.---
c. 3d year _______ nn __________ n _____ n ______ n ______ n__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ IS /¥ 
d. 4th year __________________________________________________ ' ____ __ ----!I-=·D~-- ____ ..:;~..--_ 
e. 5th year ______________________________________________________ __ -!/~r~ _____ -<I,i;'?r-__ 
f. 6th year and over ______________________________________________ __ -'d~Y(4_-- ----'-/'=:-7~--
(For checking purposes; total equals 124a) _ _ _ __ 9!--,,::S:::,,-_____ --''BG'''-''''-:::..' __ 
127. 4-H Club members enrolled by ages: 8 - 9 Yea rs ___ d;:;...:",;.,2;...... __ ___ --'/~2-_ 
a. 10 years and undern ____ n_nn_nn ___ n __ nn_un ___ uu __ n 11 /s 
/D If b. 121 years_ - ---- ----- - - - - -- - --- - - - - - - - - -- -- ------------- --- ---- - ---';.'-'2':;;'--- ----'--C;':-~--
c. 1 years ______________________________________________________ __ -L_~ ___ ___ ~==_--
d. 13 years ______________________________________________________ ____ IC-II=--____ ---'~_O=-__ 
e. 14 years ______________________________________________________ __ ~/!...=:D ______ --''7=-__ 
f. 15 years _________________________________________________________ c-'7 ___ ----''27:---
g. 16 years _________________________________________________________ .::::3~ ______ 1-=-_ 
h. 17-20 years, inclusive ____________________________________________ ~_~~--- ___ --::-'5:;;-__ 
7C!/)., al (For checking purposes; total equals 124a) __ __ ~_L!=..Y:::"-_______ Q~l..:"'? __ _ 
128. 4-H Club members who received definite training in- Mhbers 
a. Judging _______________________________________________________________________ ___ ~~2~C~,----
b. Giving demonstrations ___________________________________________________________ ___ .... I...:;'d±-__ 
c. Group recreation leadership _______________________________________________________ ____ !:J-=-__ 
o d. Music appreciation __________________________________________________________________ --,--,;-__ 
e. Money management (thrift) ______________________________________________________ ___ -=-1-'3~--
f. Farm and home safety ______________________________________________________________ --'~:;_--
g. Citizenship _______________________________________________________________________ -,--_5=-__ 
h. Personality improvement ___________________________________________________________ ~5::;:,_--
i. Soil and water conservation _________________________________________________________ ';;'~'2,,:,-__ 
j. Forestry ______________________________________________ ------------------------- ---~~~l)~---
k. Health, nursing, and first aid ________________ • __________________________________________ _ 
129. 4-H Club members having health examination because of participation in the extension program __ _____ D __ _ 
130. Number of members attending a 4-H Club camp ____________________________________________ .;::;~=..;:G"__ _ 
131. 4-H Clubs engaging in community activities, such as improving school grounds, conducting local / '7 
achievement programs, and fairs ________________________________________________________________ _ 
, 
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WORK WITH YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN-Interpretation 
The purpose of this section of the report is to determine 
how many young men and women approximately 18 to 
30 years of age ARE BEING REACHED THROUGH 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS GEARED TO MEET THE 
NEEDS OF THIS AGE GROUP. It is recognized that 
much of the assistance given these young men and women 
may already have been reported under the respective 
subject-matter sections of the report. 
133. In some instances the sponsorship of young people's 
groups has been a joint effort of Extension and some 
other organization. Where that has occurred, 
information for such groups should be reported here. 
134. In many counties agents are called upon to work 
with young people in groups not sponsored by 
Ex~nsion. Examples of such groups are church 
groups of young married people, GI classes taught 
in the schools, . and independent groups that may 
have organized themselves. 
132. Only those groups of young men and women that 
Extension has sponsored should .be reported under 
this item. Included will be such groups as young 
men's clubs, young homemakers' clubs, young 
married couples' clubs, general-interest groups, 4-H 
alumni, and honorary or service clubs. Indicate 
whether the foregoing are operating on a community 
or county-wide basis. 
135. In counties where agents are making a definite effort 
to reach young people 18 to 30 years of age there 
will be some persons, not in one of the organized 
groups listed above, whom the agent has assisted 
during the year. 
WORK WITH YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN 
Community County-wide 
Item groups 
A 
groups 
B 
132. Extension-sponsored groups of young men and women: 
a. Number of such groups worked with during year ____________________ 
b. Membership in such groups: (1) Young men _______________________ 
(2) Young women ____________________ 
c. Meetings held during year: (1) Number __________________________ 
(2) Attendance _______________________ 
133. Groups jointly sponsored by Extension and another organization: 
a. Number of such groups worked with during year ____________________ 
b. Membership in such groups: (1) Young men _______________________ 
(2) Youngwomen ____________________ 
c. Meetings held during year: (1) Number __________________________ 
(2) Attendance _______________________ 
134. Other groups of young men and women not sponsored by Extension with 
whom Extension worked: 
a. Number of such groups assisted during year ________________________ 
b. Number of different individuals reached through such groups: 
(1) Young men _______________________ 
(2) Young women 
- ---
-----------
-
135. Individual young men and women NOT reported in items 132, 133, or 134 who participated in special young men 
and women's extension program: 
a. Number of persons assisted: 
(1) Different young men ______________________________________ _ 
(2) Different young women ___________________________________ _ 
135x. Number of DIFFERENT young people worked with or assisted in special young men and women's programs 
(total of items 132, 133, 134, and 135 less duplications): 
a. Different young men ____________________________________________________________________ _ 
b. Different young women ________________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~-~'-. ,.~~,~,,-~ "=~""",-~~:~~~~~~=::~_. . -~- ---~e':-.'7':'==:~---
~~~~~~---
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MISCELLANEOUS-Interpretation 
The following items should include work done--
136. In control of grasshoppers and any insects that feed 
on a number of crops or group of crops that are not 
reported under specific crops or livestock. 
137. In control of insects in the home including ants, 
roaches, fleas, ticks, clothes moths, carpet beetles, 
silverfish, termites, cereal and bean pests, and insects 
affecting house plants. Control of flies, mosquitoes, 
and other insects through sanitation practices, is to 
be reported under subitem 72a. 
138. With elevator people and other handlers and proc-
essors, as well as with farmers, in the control of in-
sects and rodents in grains stored on or off the farm. 
139. In chemical control of weeds in crops, fruits, vege-
tables, pastures, range, and roadsides. 
140. In control of rats, mice, moles, squirrels, gophers, 
prairie dogs, groundhogs, coyotes, rabbits, and pestif-
erous birds. Control of rodents as related to clean 
grain are to be reported under item 138. 
141. With beekeepers and producers of seed and fruit 
crops when bees are used for pollination. 
142. Other than those incident to foods, clothing, house-
furnishings, etc., which are to be reported in their 
respective subject-matter sections. Assistance in 
the selling of arts and crafts is to be reported in sub-
item 35b. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Item Estimated 
number 
136. FARMERS and other individuals assisted with control of general feeder insects _______________ ~() 
137. FAMILIES assisted with control of household insects ______________________________________ /0 
138. FARMERS, HANDLERS, PROCESSORS, and other individuals assisted with control of insects 
and rodents in grain stored on or off the farm _____________________________________________ I 
139. FARMERS and other individuals assisted with CHEMICAL control of weeds ________________ .20 
140. FARMERS and other individuals assisted with control of rodents and predatory animals other 60 than those reported in storage of grain under item 138 _____________________________________ 
141. BEEKEEPERS and other individuals assisted with problems in the care of bees, honey, and honey products _______________________________________________________________________ 0 
142. FAMILIES assisted with practices incident to production of arts and crafts __________________ d.O 
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SUMMARY OF EXTENSION INFLUENCE-Interpretation 
It is highly desirable for extension workers to consider 
the proportion of farms and homes in the county that 
have been definitely influenced to make some substantial 
change in farm or home operations during the report year, 
as a result of the extension work done with men, women, 
and youth. It is recognized that this information is very 
difficult for agents to report accurately, so conservative 
estimates based upon records, surveys, and such other 
sources of information as are available will be satisfactory. 
ESTIMATES FOR THIS SECTION SHOULD BE 
CONSISTENT WITH THE MOST RECENT COUNTY 
STATISTICAL DATA. All agents should work together 
in trying to make these figures reflect as accurately as 
possible the situation in the county. Adaptation of the 
factors outlined for items 24 and 59 might be helpful in 
making these estimates. 
A, B, and C. In determining the number of families to 
be reported in each column, it is suggested that the same 
approach be used as outlined for item 125. 
143. In this section emphasis is only on the number of 
families assisted, whereas emphasis has been on in-
dividuals in earlier sections of the report. Therefore, 
it is going to be necessary to eliminate duplications in 
numbers assisted in changing agricultural practices. 
For example, when a farmer is assisted with crop-
production problems and his son is in a 4-H dairy-
calf club, the assistance would be reported as given 
to one farm family. 
144. As outlined in item 143, care should also be exercised 
in estimating the number of families assisted directly 
or indirectly in changing homemaking practices. 
145. This item should be a total of items 143 and 144 with 
duplications removed owing to the same farm or 
family's being assisted in both agricultural and 
homemaking practices. 
SUMMARY OF EXTENSION INFLUENCE 
Item Farm Rural nonfarm Urban 
A B C 
Estimated number Estimated number Estimated number 
143. Families assisted directly or indirectly, by the extension 
program, in making some change in AGRICULTURAL 
1/00 10 /0 PRACTICES this year _______________________________ 
144. Families assisted directly or indirectly, by the extension 
program, in making some change in HOMEMAKING 
-.aCe:, ;1..0 /0 (home economics) practices this year ____________________ 
145. Total DIFFERENT families assisted by extension ~O /0 programs (items 143 and 144, less duplication) _______ 
---
...800 
COOPERATION WITH OTHER PUBLIC AGENCIES-Interpretation 
The purpose of this section is to bring together in one 
place the cooperation given to other public agencies work-
ing with the people of the county. This information is 
used for public-relations purposes. 
A, B, and C. Days devoted by agents to cooperating with 
the agencies listed below should already have been 
reported in the section on Program Emphasis under 
the appropriate program headings. 
D. The meetings to be reported in this column are 
those devoted to programs of other agencies in the 
county that extension agents attended. In many 
instances these meetings will already have been 
reported under item 9, depending upon whether 
the extension agent held the meeting or attended 
and actively participated in the program. For 
example: The county agent is expected to attend 
the meetings of the Agricultural Stabilization and 
Conservation Program Committee. These meet-
ings would be reported in this section. In con-
trast, the extension agent holds several meetings 
in the county where he and the committeemen 
explain the agricultural program to farmers. 
Those meetings would also be reported in 
this section as well as in the Extension Teaching 
Activities section. "Days devoted" in both places 
would be reported in the appropriate column below 
and also in the Program Emphasis section. 
148. This item should include work with production-credit 
associations, national farm-loan associations, and 
district banks for cooperatives; also participation in 
work with the other Farm Credit district personnel 
and representatives of its central office in Washington, 
D.C. 
158. Line is left blank so that States, if they desire, may 
request information about a Federal agency not 
listed. 
165. Line is left blank for State use. 
168. Line is left blank for State use. 
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COOPERATION WITH OTHER PUBLIC AGENCIES 
Days devoted by- Number of meet-
ings relating to 
Agents doing Agents doing Agents doing 
program of 
Public agency worked with primarily home agency attended 
demonstration primarily 4-H primarily agri- by county exten-
work Club work cultural work sion workers 
A B C D 
FEDERAL AGENCIES 
146. Social Security Administration, Internal 
Revenue Service ____ - - - - - __ - - - - - - - - --
147. Bureau of Land Management, Bureau 
of Reclamation ___ - ---- - - --- - - - - - - - --
148. Farm Credit Administration ____ - _ - - _ --
149. Farmers Home Administration _________ 
150. Fish and Wildlife Service ______ - - - - ___ .). 
15I. Forest Service ________________ - - -- ___ 
152. Bureau of Indian Affairs ______________ 
153. Agricultural Stabilization and Conser-
vation Program Committee _____ - - - _ -- -.5 3 
154. Rural Electrification Administration ____ 
155. Selective Service System _________ - - __ 
156. Soil Conservation Service ______ - - - - ___ ? ..5 
157. Valley authority (TVA, etc.) __________ 
158. Other (specify) ____ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
STATE AGENCIES 
159. Health department ____ - -- ___ - - - - - - - --
; 
160. Highway department ___ - -_ -- - - - - - - - --
16I. State departments of agriculture and 
forestry _____________________________ 
162. State department of education: General 
schools _________________________ - ___ ~ I 
163. State employment service ______ - _ - - __ ·8 
164. Welfare department _____ - ____ -- _ - - ___ / 
165. Other (specify) ________ - - ___ - - - - - - - - -
COUNTY AGENCIES 
166. Soil conservation districts _____________ ~ 7 
167. Vocational-agriculture and home eco- I nomics departments ___________ - - - - _ --
168. Other (specify) _________ - ____ - - - -
-- -
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YOUR ANNUAL REPORT 
The preparation of an annual report setting forth the 
progress made in the county during the year is of greatest 
interest and value to you as an extension worker. It 
provides an opportunity to measure how far you have gone 
in relation to the goals set forth in the plan of work out-
lined at the beginning of the year; to check on the effective-
ness of the extension program; to consider where improve-
ments can be made; and to decide what things should be 
handled differently next year. The preparation of an 
adequate annual report is a stimulating experience. 
In addition, your annual report offers an excellent 
means of building good will and support of the sponsoring 
group in the county, the county governing body, local 
extension leaders and other key people, the agencies with 
which you work or would like to work, and the general 
public-rural and urban. It helps to build good public 
relations. 
Your annual report is also a record of the year's work 
put into convenient shape for future reference. It helps 
new persons joining the county staff to become acquainted 
with the extension program. It assists State specialists to 
develop effective supporting programs in their respective 
subject-matter fields. The State supervisory staff fre-
quently uses the county annual report as a guide in deter-
mining an agent's readiness for promotion and suitability 
to fill vacancies that arise. 
The annual report in reality is another chapter in the 
extension history of your county to be added to the 
permanent record maintained in the National Archives 
of the United States Government. 
General Directions 
From 4 to 6 copies of the annual report should be 
made, depending upon the number required by the State 
office: One copy for the county officials, one copy for the 
agent's files, one or more copies for the State extension 
office, and one copy for the Federal Extension Service, 
United States Department of Agriculture. The report to 
the Washington, D.C., office should be sent through the 
State extension office. When an assistant agent has been 
employed during a part of or all the year, the report of his 
or her work should be included with the report of the 
leader of that line of work. When an agent in charge of a 
line of work has left the county during the year, the infor-
mation contained in his or her report should be incorporated 
in the annual report of the agent on duty at the close of the 
report year, and the latter report so marked. 
The Narrative Report 
The narrative report should summarize and interpret 
under appropriate subheadings the outstanding results 
accomplished in helping rural people to solve their current 
problems and make adjustments to changing economic 
and social conditions. 
A good narrative report should enable the reader to 
obtain, for EACH MAJOR line of work undertaken, a 
comprehensive picture of-
1. WHY the line of work was emphasized; what were the 
people's problems, situations, or needs warranting 
attention. Be brief. 
2. WHAT was attempted and what were the objectives 
and the major things the people were to learn, or do, in 
connection with this line of work. Be brief. 
3. HOW the work was carried on; emphasize the princi-
pal, new, or adaptations of old teaching methods used 
and their effectiveness, rather than going into detail 
about every teaching method used; selection, training, 
and use of local leaders; and cooperation obtained from 
other extension workers, rural people, commercial in-
terests, and other public agencies. 
4. What RESULTS were obtained, not in terms of the 
activities carried on but in terms of objectives, or what 
was attempted at the beginning of the year. 
5. HOW next year's work can be strengthened and 
improved in light of the current year's experience. 
(Optional) 
For minor lines of work, only the results need to be 
reported to complete the record of the year's work. 
Include one significant story of extension accomplish-
ments. This could be a family, community, or county-
wide result story in any phase of extension work. It 
should, however, deal with a major problem that people 
face currently. It may reflect work done over a period of 
several years. If possible, write in the form of a feature 
story. Give enough detail to describe the problem or 
situation. Be sure to tell what extension did to help the 
people solve their problem, and the results of their actions. 
If possible, measure benefits in terms of reduced operating 
costs, greater income, balanced production, and better 
living. The story should have sufficient substance to be 
significant, convincing, and interpretative of the type of 
activity that helps people to understand our educational 
program and its relation to an efficient agriculture, to 
better living, and to the interests of the consumer and the 
Nation as a whole. 
The Statistical Report 
When two or more agents are employed in a county, 
they should submit a single statistical report showing the 
combined activities and accomplishments of all county 
extension agents employed in the county during the year. 
Negro men and women agents should prepare a combined 
statistical report separate from that of the white agents. 
In some States a combined white and Negro report may 
also be requested by the extension director. 
County totals are the sums of the activities of all agents 
minus duplications where two or more agents engage in the 
same activity. For purposes of reporting, extension re-
sults or accomplishments are expressed in numbers of 
farmers, homemakers, or families assisted in making some 
improvement or definitely influenced to make a change. 
Such an improvement or change may be the outcome of 
any phase of the ~xtension program in agricultural, home 
demonstration, young men and women's, or 4-H Club 
work. ONLY THE IMPROVEMENTS OR CHANGES 
TAKING PLACE DURING THE CURRENT YEAR 
AS THE RESULT OF EXTENSION EFFORT SHOULD 
BE REPORTED. Of necessity the information called 
for in the national statistical report sch~dule has broad 
application to extension work as it is conducted throughout 
the United States. In addition to the information pro-
vided for in this report form, some State extension services 
may need to obtain additional statistical information on 
programs and activities peculiar to their States. 
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TWO comrn 
EXfENSION O'FIClS 
For the first ti_ l. 
tM hlstery of ~he Cherry 
COUllt,. Qcteulcm 5."10.. III br-anch ixMn,81on arfie. ._ 
eatablished. Th18 oftice 
1. located in the Ctty Hall 
at Me1"riman. lteith Redlnbaugh 
eo'tmty Ixteuion Apnt tor ... 
_1'1'1 in the Valentine Ortiee, 
took charp of this branch 
orfice U1 heember, 19'9. 
The Oounty ,gxtenaloD 
Boa!"€! telt that 1n aa auch 
.e the tolb In the w_ern 
part or Cherry County eon-
tributed equally to the 
Extenaion Senioe, that they 
should, have bette'!:" acel .. to 
an bteuion Agent Md .. 
~.nalon Otttce. Tb$ otrice 
baa jut completed. ita first 
1'.1.1" of ope1"atlcm. a.wIt. 
of in(u ...... d m.xtenalon acti-
vity 1n the .. stern part ot 
the county 18 in evidenee 
in all pha... of ~nelOll 
work. hd.. 140ft .. OM atep 
elo .. l" in g1 Ying the folke in 
the county ~ tor thel!" 
l£xt-eJlston dollar. 
DOES YOUR eliILD PLAY 
DIFFiRiHf tAtiLI1 
Forty youth leuera bl 
the eounty trom all pua.8 
of youth 'trIO'rk - 4 ... n club 
1iIfiOrk I .eouta, church groupa 
weto ...... - attend-.Iit III wry 
enjoyable and .nllgh~.n1Dg 
ODe clay recreation wo'r'kahop 
e:Ollducte" by tbe SUte I.-H 
Club Statt. This WO'r'kahop •• 
d •• lped ~o aplst youth 
The annual 4-8 Jurdol'" 
!.eadera OOftf'.re~ wa 
atteDlied 'by six eberTT 
Oounty 4-8 junior 1e848r8. 
This eftnt is al-Y's bel~ 
at Banett. _ua111 <turing 
the last few 4a,.8 of sc.hool. 
Final testa cotltlleted 
ldth .. veral o£ the atteDi ... 
ing It-H mmb$l"8 trOll Oherry 
aounty. The •• )"ol.U'C t'olltl 
had to cut thair coni.rene. 
ahc:tr't, a day and return to 
school and 'take thelr' __ "_ 
Attending Jalor lAue? 
Collt.~M. 1. 1960 from 
Cherry OQUDty were Kaye a.nd 
ItJmy Feate,... of the Sparks 
Livewir •• , 14a1'"Um Heath ot 
Future Ranehera J Robert 
ltall •. GGme Stllwell and 
Bill Brown, all of the 
Northside Rublera. 
Jumor leadera 8r'G 
older" 4-H _m_l". who have 
Tolunt...,...d tMil'" _1"'''1108. 
to _la, the younpr ..... 
Mr. With various Fobl_. 
thatari.. in the (tOur" ot 
the club ,..r, other tltan 
tM 8ubjeO't matter l ••• one. 
TheMl.ad.ra a'!'le a troe __ oua 
I. 
STATE cazz, 
VISITS 'fi! 
t-tagdale:a Pti.t..~, 
ktenaion Home Pu:rn1ahlnga 
Speclalilt ~ .. nte4 to 
the att.Di!ng ladi •• a .rew 
hint. and note. on how 
ebtnawa~ cd aaoe1at-ed 
us'U&l k1 teben aid dining-
rOOM artiel.. can be emPloyed 
1n table 01"' buttet center .... 
pi. ca •• 
The uaual viaiting, fua, 
tldbl~8 tu:'d te1.1CWllh1p tol-
lowed. 
4-H ROYALTY 
Th. aoh1.vemm~ portion 
oonal.ted ot pr1IUMU~:ting 4-H 
member. With otrtlfieatee 
of" aoblav .. nt. tor 'tna ~loUl 
projects which they e~lAJ~ 
th$ p&1lt ,..a1". Alae ucllde. 
was tho pre .. nt&t.lon of tbe 
county _dal Witmera. 
OoUA"lty medals are ~ed 
on tba ucell.neo that tbt 
4-Ii membera di.pay in t;be 
v81"1o_ projects. C~t1-
tlcm tor the _dallJ 1. _en 
and the w1nner de.erve. tn. 
right to be rUIUDod oounty 
chuplon. A wJ.nnor may win 
a partioular medal only onee. 
l'erHd.nating the eveningt. 
f •• tint1 •• wu a reeord 
deo. 1n honor of the It-It 
lt1n.g and ~1le.n eonrluc'te4 by 
the 4, .... g Junior lealitra. I.,.. 
Foeter of the Sparks Llw-
wirea •• 111 charge. 
DID FINS 
O:&RA!~ICS itIGHLIGHT 
AminVEl,lBlTr DAY 
!h.$ annual H~ 
Extenalon Council Achieve-
ment Day was held in 
Va14nt1M with th~_ clubs 
acting as eo-holtelaee: 
GOO$$ er$ek ValleT Club. 
Happy HOinBmar..era. am 
Spark ..... t-tec .. 
The af't.~rnQon was 
taken up in a unique 
ceramic domonltration by 
local ceramic instructor 
and en:thusiast, )1re. ~la'M7 
Babcock. Vat-loue club. 
£rom tho county 8itbel'" pro-
vided .n entertaining 'kit, 
put up a booth exemplify-
ing a oertain plla.n or the 
year ta project leNOna, or 
poster 4eplct.lng 80m elub 
activity_ All the club. 
in t.ho county wre well 
repr ... nted. 
lowly elected pr •• 1 .... 
'lent. ot the various oluba 
weTEi installed in an !a-
preaatve ~.re_ny under 
the Charr. ·ot Mr.8... Aub.re,. 
fAller 0 the Goo" :reek 
Valay Club. All in all 
the entire day ._ $pOnt 
in tun and el'1joymltnt. 
STILL F!DfJRISH 
Carl POW$ll, ~ody ranehEu·· • 
• av$1"'al years ago had 
dT'$dgad a 'Wt maadOlf to 
haswn drtl1.u~ and run-
ott. A8 1. tb$ ca_ in 
moat or t~8e proj6cta the 
ditch tilled with aqualle 
wed.s am grQa$l\l$, making 
it neC4lUUNlry to t1l8int.ain 
the dtt~h by upen81ve re-
dr$dging ana :roe-ditehing. 
A demonstration t •• t 
plot, using on.mleal weedl-
oide.! was put out in the 
Powl meadow f.1ra1~ 
syet.. It was hop$d that 
sueh a qatem or _intaDane. 
would do the job am _ 
cheaper' than _chanica! 
~.ftanee. Several cheJd-
cals _1:"1) used. with varying 
degr$G of aue~.a •• 
Apparently the 01>;;1 
standby, 2.4 .... J did about 
.a good a job In ._ti 
control as an.y of tha 
chemicals ~d. lQone of 
the . t~'1l1cals did a firat-
rat. job. 
4 ... H LIV~SroOl 
JUDGi1;S BUSY 
Qn$ ... bund.rttd-f1w 0h4l!'TY 
County 4-11 11 ftltoek !lIenlbera 
ateendad at least one of the 
three regular live.tock 
,~. 
TM 11 V$8tock judging 
tab wa_ ael.e~ed .from the 
a • .".. that were turned in 
a~ the M six judging.· in 
adl1:lt1.on to the out of 
countY' liwatook jud.g1aga 
at Newport and Gol""don. 
Tb$ Cherry County taaa 
wnt to Stat. Fair and 
placed 24th in team compe .. 
tition. 1tt~.Ta ot the 
t;~u W$re Judy ltoath ct 'the 
VutUl"'e ttanehGra, !)ale 
Stolllmburg of Crook.ton 
Olonrlear, Robert Hall .. 
Gary Shipley, 'both ._r. 
ot th$ 1~rth81d. Uamblera. 
Robo!"t na11 placed 21at in 
state lndiviaual compet1-
tion. 
The te_ alao journeyed. 
to tlle North Platte Gras.· 
land L1v~.tQek Contest and 
plaeed :f'ourth. tteith 
Redlnbaugh, Ooun'ty Apnt at 
J,.1errtmtm Office, worked w.lth 
the tit_ and \<tal n.sponG1.ble 
tor them at the out of county 
contests. 
The axten.iw 11wetoek: jud.g1ng pro~ carried on 
by 4-tI livestock project 
members ia tr.mendtrua train-
blg tot" them. ParentI and 
leaders are enthWJiastlc 
and wholeheartedly beb1M 
th1a 1ntefU':d.ve jtdging pro-
gram. 
Because Cherl"')" County 
has an &xeeed1ng:ly popular 
and.. valuable 4-I! activity 
1n th$ !~-H stoeker teeder 
proj~et. It.,,a. dGe1dfld by 
the 'Jounty 4-U Couneil to 
make a film ot the .tacker 
reeder pt"Oject and its 
aSlociated activitiea and 
make this fllJ1$ aval1ablfl to 
4-R clubs in the 4-H baby b<t.r feeding a."..ea$ for their 
41nlirP-tm;nt a.,a. enjo)"'m$nt. 
!"'7!". John Fischer and 
J:'"'. 10m Combe. Valentine 
eu.ina SarMn j han act.ed· u 
eamel"~n securing the .hot. 
tOT' tba 4-Ii .toe~r .feeder 
~039"t story. 
The "lounty t.-U ~O\mc11 
appointed Kennetb Lux of 
the. T~bl~ To;t;, riabl~r •• 
la!"l ld.en0el of" tha Future 
R&neoo. r$1 awl Ever-e't.:t B't'OWn 
or tn. S::J.Ron ~f Olub, to 
a •• ist t.M CO\mtoy Apnt· and. 
the e:ameramen In pr"Odu 
the ttSt,oekar F.-d."r St • 
Cost or the film will Ct. 
derrayed by eountyw1de 4-H 
e:lub eontr-lbutloD.e and con,.. 
trlbut.1<m8 by the uny trincl. 
of It-H. 
It 1. alway. nice to 
haft friem.. T11a 4-B 
program 1n the county baa 
any friende. Sea. of 
the. friends are the 
~ople that make avail .. 
• '01. trophies tor 4-H 
liwstook aeell.nee. 
Suoh friend • .,... thU 
stimulate the inter •• t 
and the actin ty of the It-a livestock ._1"'8. 
Stri:'I1.n3 to C$t. tbeM 
'beautUul tropb1 •• in-
direet11 !nore.... the 
amount 0;( learning and 
toeters the 0. Gape. . tit!ft 
attitude 1n • __ 1"'8. 
The 1960 'trophy 
donora Wltre ItO'r8 than 
ple ... " w1th the ~ 
petition tor the troph!ee. 
1ilnt'lWl"8 am dODO!"$ a~. 
as tollow: 
,] 
~nt. The .. ~.­
tiotl.$ . a'l"'e 41rf1ctod at 'the 
project _be~. 
'ftWt proj.e~ •• 4.-
signed and eoMueMd to'\faf"4 
l'Qald.ng a tt c~manft out or 
the 4-H youth. 
Speakers at the in-
stitut$ alao included 
stat. ~~Ionnel ot-the 
~oar.>d. of 3:~ ueation, tn.. 
z.xtension ;"e'!"Viee. ani 
the Soil & Water' ~on"r"" 
vation Committ... Tn. 
institute consisted of 
acture., films and a 
e01lM!"'Tation tour. goat 
Qf the teacberr. felt the 
two day 88$sion was of 
ext!'emt$ benefit and val1.l8 
to them as rural school 
t!.laaMrs. 
ONa MILLION PLUS 
One hundred t1ftr,y 
Cneri7 CQunty 1iNstock-
mol'll during the spring 
of 960,. planted a total 
of 206 100 trees. This 
is 20. 500 t rae S in ax-
e.as of 1959 plantings. 
The ajortty of the 
trees planted were eoni-
r.~., ma1nly Western 
1edeedar ani Ponderosa 
Pine. :1.&nche~. p:f"e£er 
these two .peete. baeau.ft 
of t~1!" tT' •• .n~doU$ value 
in a ldnib~ak. ThGl~~ 
biggest d,laadvantap 1. 
that th$y are "lo.wr UOW-
ing tban soma broadl.at 
variet1 •• ; howev.,\",. becauee 
tM)" arG lOllg ..... 11vod, they 
ean olaim 8uper-io'r'ity 0.,..1'" 
broadleaf varietl$s. 
!'Umy 'Ot the. tree. 
_r8 planted by ths Cberry 
ClarkQ-.r:1oNary l~rovam 
llAUl been in prOgt'$08 for 
many Y<Ilars. Cherry CO'Wlti&1.'1$ 
have planted more than'. 
million or these windbreak 
tr'e\)$ .1ne. the ClarKe ... t"lcNary 
f;rogram started. 
Two hu."1&li"ed. twenty .... six 
Home &!tension ~lub mambers 
rec.lved a ~omp:rehaus1ve 
education in home anonomtea 
the Fut y/i#ar" tllrough laslona 
~.eented. by thil) State ~n"" 
81'00. Home Zaonomiea Depar'''' 
ment. Lessons on 1fFa't:l~le 
Saleetlen" and nWall Ace •• -
aori •• n appealed to those 
1.ad1e 8 t.hat lib to rMr"'r'angs 
the !u~nitUTe in thei~ homo 
aM mak$ thei!" own e~hlng. 
l!ome ~n.1on Club ._1"'8' 
husbands libd tbtJ IeuoM 
giwn to the membera on 
W3kil1~t l.'~ea.l$ft and "Bettor 
f~.a1sft • 
'/. 
All 1n all, the l5 
clubs in th$ cOUDty had a 
varied and valuable FO-gr_. The_ l ••• ona _roe 
in addition to the aa.uy . 
study club 1 •• 80na that 
are comuoted in the olub 
by local t.ata1"8. 
Olubs in the country 
aM cluha in t'Ow _leo_ 
n.w Mmba",s. It you would 
11k. to be !nclw1.d in on 
the leuons tor n.xt ,...1", 
eontaet your D$arest club 
nelchbo'r' o,r tha County 
A~nt.. Offie •• 
n~ FAri 
BZFOalt THE FAIR 
Krs. ROD StoUer trom 
Ohadron returned to Oher1"'Y 
County in 1960 to A&un juige toM 4-H County Pr .... 
Fai'" exhibits and actint!. •• 
d.uring August. Th$ Valentine 
~tor1um was the aite of 
moat ot thtt Pre-Fair acti-
vitie.. Lilting of the 
ujor activities an;! the 
plAOiniS a.~ as follow J. 
u.moutrat1ou .- blue 
ribbon group, Merane 
NoAl..". and &rue. Jr!eAlevy, 
_abers of Kewanee Bu.,-
Squi'M"els. 
Junior Foo1s Judging --
1st j BEnr.,r 1y Williams of 
Crooketon Clover leat; 2nd, 
~lar111n Shipley, Northside 
llamblera; tie tor j!"d. and 
4th, Earen Spracklen of 
Kewanee Busy Squ1rrala. a.ni 
JI.ary Jean Fo.t~r o£ Sparks 
11 vcnd.ree., 
;c, 
Aeti.vlt101 and uhlblta 
that s~ superior ~llty 
at the co\U'fty lewl Wrtf 
taken to the State Fall'" 
where the ecmpetl tion 1. 
I'IUeh keenet".. and the $potu 
m:neh _.eter. 
OH, BOY' 
SrAT~S FAI:l 
~h.rry Oounty 4-H 
mtm'be1"'s made tblAir pre_an 
felt at the 1960 Nebruka 
State Fair. laeb year $'xhlblt8 Jmd ._1'" e __ 
petition aetivltl •• berea_ 
Inqua11ty. ?be 1960 run-
down of hit' exhibits and. 
activiti •• 8.1"'. as follo.a: 
Foods Judging -- Kathy 
Brown. Northside 1ambler., 
and Arliss Bo~en, I.~ .. 
Busy Squirrels. 
Clothing Juiging --
Kathy Brow and Kathy Klug. 
Northside ftaablera. 
Style lie'V'Ult -- rArole 
~11n8hall, Sparks ttvewire •• 
Tracto1":Jrlvlng --
Lester Olsen. Westemaire •• 
Livestock Judging --
~udy Heath. Future tl.anchera, 
uale Sto1.e:nburg, Crookston 
~loverl .. r; Gary Shipley and 
J.obert Uall, both or No-rth-
side c{atlblers. 
Skirt 1& 810\18$ -- I~q 
Snyd.Y'1: Ranch cal •• 
Work & Play Outfit .-
Marian Heath. Ranch Gala" 
an<t Kathy Klug, Ilortha1tt. 
H.amblers. 
Lounging &. Sleeping 
Outfit -- Arlisa Bow:ten, 
Kewanee Busy Squirrels, and 
Ann liewton. Crookston Olover-
leaf. 
S~r School Jr$aa --
Carole Minsball, Spark. 
L1 v.wire Stand ;.)hirl.y 
McCloughan; Northsida 
1ambler$. 
Winter Sehool !lrG.. --
~i.r.lillne l·!eAlevy, Kewanee 
Bu8y Squir'rala. 
3~!" Jreaa .... Up Dreg --}!arlan Hoisington, Simeon Club. 
'fintar J:!:"Gss-UJ; 3re •• --
~!uth Dixon. f~od.t"n ltIis., _ 
Shirley I·ie ijOUghM .. 
Coat -- Kathy KIng of 
riorths!de:lublltrs .. 
. Suit - KatJ:17 Brown of 
lor-tha1d. ilumler •• 
Portfolio -- Arll88 Bowden 
of I.wane. Busy Squirrel •• 
Firat Aid nt .... - Merle 
MeJilevy of Ke~. Busy sqtd.rrela. 
Grus Book -- Teresa 
Andrew o£ SlUlClhillar Club. 
Qltomology Box ...... ~Arl. 
UcAlovy of K.wanee Bu.,-
Squirrels. 
II. 
During the cour.. ot 
fa 8utl'lm$,... many tour'S of 
the tab~ou. Charl'7 C4u.nty 
sandhill •• roe eQ:ml.1~e4 
tor folks who 'WOuld 11b 
to .. e our- cattle, our 
ctou.nt!'y and our peopl •• 
Sueh was the ca_ with 
thr.. tour. conducted 
d ur'ing the Sums&!" of t60. 
Om o£ tn." toura 
was COEF1Md or foreign 
• twente trom t,he Uni .. r .... 
8ity or Nebraak.. A 4 .. n 
or more foreign cowar1e, 
81"'. rep" ... nted :in tbU 
'buaload 01 enthuaiastlc 
you. ng people. S~p8'" 
brthi8 touring group la-
o u4e4, in aclditlon to 
loeal rano •• , a atop at 
the Port Niobrara Wildl1.t. 
Refuae. 
Groupe of cattle 
f •• der8 also make Cher!"Y 
County a stop on their 
annual excur81ou.t.fo8t of 
the .. tours are di",eete4 
thrOUgn the sandhilla cattle 
Association O.r1'i m.t.. Tho 
Sandld.lls Cattl. Asaocia;tion 
see.!"'.t4. r'T. I Fran. Ie S1ber't ..,. and the County Apnt ge_l'a.,uy 
pt. . tOiether and. 0.0-. eond.uct 
.IU1Y or the touring groups. 
Of cours. tha baekbo • 
ot • ftueceu.fUl. tour 1a 
the consideration ani .tt~u~ .... 
tlon given th$ tOUt"ing groupe 
by hoat ratte-hera. Su!'n 
.s.oeiat1oD3 alway. areat. 
~ Will. good f'Mllnas ani 
l.aft. the touring gueat w1th 
.. enjoyable and. 1nfOl"'llati 'A 
experience. 
/1. 
~EU BUSY IATELY? 
Statis1tlcs quite often tell a .tory that usual worda 
do not d.. scribe • The followJ.na ia tn. l1at ot statistics 
concerning the agants t 1960 aetiv!tl •• that sh.ould intere.t 
all r-.aders, 
1'2. 
I!f. 
8X1&1S10N OH.GAIIUTION AND F tAmi'DO 
4-H COUNOIL; 
1960 Oouncil - Obairman - Doug Wrap, Valen'tina 
Vioe-Oha1!1llb - ?Oll J.lcAlevy Valentu. S.CrfJtar1"'~1"'."\lr'tI'r' ... Mra. faul Goodwin, 
K1~. 
TM t"8maiMer of' th1. eouncl11a mad. up of the 76 
l$ad.rS of 4-5 elubwork 1n the county. Tb$1~ activities 
8t". to 4S81 t tt. agent in F-parW. S the 4-H prOf· &Ill. 701 ... 
lowing are stlmibg cOllJd.tt... on tb$ 4."H Oounel whO'..work 
1a .elf ... xplana.tory by tbe name of' the eu.um1tt ••• 
Li .... took Jw:tg1ng - Raymond Andr_.. Oody '/ 
Jack lr_roik, Wood Lako 
l$mwth Lwt, Vtllentu. 
l f..... "t I Irlt' ."" /'f'. /" 
fant Show -- Ml'e. Bud Pavelka, Valantine y' 
Mr •• Paul Goodwin, Kilgore 
Mr.. e. s. a..c.. Jr." ValeQtine. 
f)1,,~. .t)c It" AI •• " " ~. < 
Lunehetatd. -.- hed Perret.t Valentine '/ }'1rlh Blr10n 00_ i Wood Lake 
Mra. A!o1d Heman. Croo1c.ut01'.l 
, r 
Stocker F ... 411" ...... Uc>yQ 01_1\, K11gor-e • 
Syentot Drownl_ Valenti.-
!om MeAlevy, val.nt1ne Alo J ~ ... r·.A· ... 
OoNnat1oa -- oarl Pow.U. ~y '/ Mr,. 80b landall, Wood tab 
Mrs. ~ ~ •• l"'. Valentine }(r,,;. l ~)( ...; vy(.... 
tea4e!' Banquet -.' Mrs . JIlk(l s.chtoU, Valentina '-
TOItl :o!eAlevy Valentine 
Mr •• J. WI' Brown. Valentino 
1- . ¥~ /', '.fl." \: "1 I'..f 
/b. 
BU~" ESfD(A ~ 
For the Pe!'iod Beginning Jurw 1. 1959 and. ~tng May )1, 1960 
== 57.U't't&D-::m=nsn::: =:tCi,IIt=m;::==;:r:;',:a!1I '1I! ,jj:ll ,= gil,: 1 it i' =:1-": :: . RiHMf'1!Z,"5'dJ 
Salary or County Agent - Valentine ••• 
Salary of ("reunty Agent Y.erriman.«« 
• • • « « « t 900.00 
450.00 « « • « « « 
Salary ot nou..*lty Agent - Mullen « « « « • « • 
Tr-4val (Agents and Board J.'IeIlMrs. « • « • « « 
« « « 
• • « 
salary ot Ot:tlce As.!tft,ant. • « « • • « • « « « « 
E~eS$ and F~ight « • • • • • « « « « • « • • • • 
Suppl1&$ and Stationery .. « • • • « « « « • « « « • 
Poatage • « • • • « • • « • « • « « « « • • • « « • 
Telephone a~ Telegraph • • • « « • « • • • « • • « 
~.pa1r. tor ~qu1pm&nt « « « • « « • • • « • « • • • 
New Squipment « • • « .. « « « • « « • « • 
~{.ent ot Buildings « « « « •• « •• « • « 
• « « 
• « • 
.. . 
• • 
• • « • « « « • • • • • • « « • 
• « • « « « • « « « • . . " . « « 
92;.00 
20)5.00 
2610.00 
2;.00 
275.00 
110.00 
200.00 
)0.00 
125.00 
20.00 
100.00 
, ••. II' , " Ii., • i(' 
salary of ~ounty Agent - Valhlnt1ne ....... ., • ., $ 
Sala~y ot 10uDty Ag.nt - Mullen • 
Travel (Agents and Boa-rd }ile.be!'.) 
• • • • • • • • • 
.. . .. .. . . .. . . 
Salary ot Office Asaistant40 • • ., • • .. • • • • .. • 
6xPfl8S awl Fr"eight • .. • ., • • • • • • • ., • • • .. 
Supplies and Stationery • ., • .. • ., • .. • ., ., • • ., 
Postage .. • • .. • •• .. • • • • • • • ., • • ., • • .. 
Telephone and Tel.g~aph ., • • • • • • .. ., • • .. • .. 
:tepa1rs for" ~quipment • • .. • • • • .. • • • • 
t~$W Squipment ., • • .. • ., • .. .. • • • • .. • • 
,lent of Buildings .. ., .. •• ., • • • ., ...... 
• • It .. • • • • • • • • .. . 
· ., . 
• • • 
• • • 
.. . . 
TOTAL .. . . .. . . . ., .. ., . .. . . . . ., . . . 
900.00 
)60.00 
925.00 
1955.89 
2680.00 
7.66 
28).90 
90.84 
187.60 
0.00 
21'.50 
122.50 
71.8$ 
it : :. :;: :; :, : ::::'i :=':::i :: ~:, ::: : = ::: n I::; :i::, i::· :;; 4 :;::: :,: 
1. 
2. 
5. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
1960-61 
SALAaus: tal Co\l.tl'ty Agent .... Val_at1_ " (b Oounty Apnt - '$~rr.1man. " (e County Agwant ... Mullen. • " (d otEioe Assistant • " .. .. • 
" " 
SUPPLns AND Sf! TIOWlitY " 
" " " 
POSTAGB. 
" " " . " . " . . . " 
" . " . 
" " .... 
" " " . . . 
" " " . " " 
" " " " " " 
• .$1000.00 
". 600.00 
." 925.00 
'" • 2970.00 
" " . . " 
• 2070.00 
25.00 
275.00 
" " " " " . " " 
" " " " . '" " . 
" " . " " " " " 
· '" 
" .. . . • • 
NEW &QUIPY~lT. " • " " " '" " " .. " " . . . " 
110.00 
250.00 
,0.00 
125.00 
3.3ttT 01' BUIWnms. " • . . . " · " . " . " " . 220.00 
)tISC'&LLAt1&OUS. " " . 
" " • • • · " 
" *' • • " . 100.00 
• ,,,'ft .• 
TOTAL " " " .. • " • • " " " " " " • • .·'8760.00 
4 
IIVEITORY OF ~QUIFM·8Df. NOVEMBEli. )0.1960 
Article &, nea'CriptlO1l -- All ar'tiele. 0'WJW4 b,r ~ ktenaitm Sel"vice 
oak Stenovapher 'a Desk " Chair 
Old oak: lpt1t '. Desk • Chair 
28",,,1 CahiMa 
6 Latter-Sl_ )Pll1Dg aabi_te 
1 lAr1-SiM rUing 00111et 
1 01 Wooden Ou •• ret 
1 lIocd 6 x 8 FIling Cetd.net 
1 ,)l$ta! 6 x $ Filing r,.biDet 
1 Glau-.rroD't hoke .. 
1 Oonf"laraee fable 
1 M1aogr-aph Table 
1 Te1epboaa Tabl,$ 
1 Alumirll.8 Folding Table 
2 Card Tabl •• 
9 Stra1~ Claire 
1 AMI 0ha1,.. 
6 Folding Chail"'"a 
1 l'lftdal"'WOO4 Ueotrlc 1')'pewrlte:r 
1 A. 8. Il1ek )!1meo:gr'aph· Machine 
1 M1JteoeCOpi 
1 Al~ Ocadltionar 
1 Wi%\dow hn 
:2 Floor- F$M 
1 TDO Slide Projeeto1'" 
1 P~~j.cto'!'" ScrMn 
1 Argus C-.1 ea..,.. 
OM-halt Inter.at in Po10l"'Ud .Qaaara 
One-third l'nt.e1"'.et in ForUpap 
1 OOUll'ty ~ J!ount 
1 ieg-'b0ar4 Bull.tlll aack 
1 Cork-board Bulletin .B0ar4 
1 Pl.ywood ___ 1on Sip 
2 Waa'tebuket8 
, Papet" Stapler. 
1 Paper OUtter 
2 Pape!" Punche. 
If_tal Seale 
2 Fluor .. ",..t De. i.aJIpe 
"-
:-c 
EVALUAtION OF PF!OJEC'1'S II 1960 PLAN OF WOi1.K 
Beef' Cattle Proauotion feating r->rogl'"aa: 
This project objeotive waa to lnere.ae waning wights 
and maintain O'!'" imp'!*cve quality of range beet cattle. Pet"-
sonal contaets was the only channel used to reach the 
audi~u'o.. Su~h work liM only mod.e,..at.ely succes.ful.. We 
vill continue in 1961 along the ... 11MS. 
Par-,uJitG and f' •• t Oontrol P'ro~asu 
Objecti"". was to hold be .• ! oatt.le p$.'f"aa1tea am. peate 
to a miD1mwn. We 'MiIachad. the audience by MWSpa~1" article •• 
el'r'cula~ lettera. demonstration a1,"A8 al$:l peY"sonal contacts. 
Althou£h \118 did not !law 8uoe ... in d,.aonetrating 'What ,. 
wanted to .e tar a.the ap""ayillg 18 concerned, we did do • 
tr"'O_ndo_ .. unt of education. Tho p!'"ojeot wa • .,.ry popular 
and will be p" •• U15d in 1961. 
Wet Meadow frog'l"'_: 
Objective waa to inCr-MoM tonnage a.ndqualityot sub ... 
lrr-lgate4 wild hay mea<.iowa. ChanMla fo"l'" t.aehlng Wf'8 
flOlll:lueted thr"ou,h n._pa~"". and p8't"'8onal eont4\eta. )iore 
raaehera &rebecoming _adow impl""G .... nt eo .. eloue and the 
P'l"'Ojaot Will be oontinued along tM .... 11nel with the 
a4dlt1on of an insect eont!"ol pbaae. 
bler..... Enl'"ollunt in 4-a itaDp Mana"ant P$"ojeet t 
Object! ve wa_ oonsarvatin, dewlopm.ent and \18. of 
natural r-eao'W'"'cefJ. lie at1WtDlp'$d to inorea •• the enroll.Jaent 
by elub visita. :pI1"'8onal cat.clu" 1"'c,ge1dentitlee,,!on ad jtdnng eont. •• U and, ete. We intea:l to pr.... thi. in 
1961 with the ad!ltl<m of Mftral local ~anplQnt1tloa­
tl011 and T-at'tp jl.d«1ns eontena in eoop81"ation with the 
Obe,..,..,. So11 I; water COMenat1on District. 
R&np R ... dlDg Program: 
Objeeti_ .. to 4\Ulcourap prOpir\tM of ¥'"lill1&elant and. 
rbp gra ... a. !hI. work was accompli.bed by pe"'.o'll8l eon-
tan •• working through. the Sotl Ccm .. !"Yation Se,..ylce and 
tbe Agricultural Stabi11atlon Coedtte.. We 11'ltend to 
ecmtlnue along the s.. 11M. in 1961. 
4-H Junlo~ L&.d.~ P~oj.et: 
ObjectiM ot this project .. to .tur-tb91" and b!"0a4en 
the develoPlOnt of youth hader.hl,. It we aeeomp11ahed 
by pe~aorutl eo~tact., din1"1et. junior leader cont .. 8l"'81lt'!., 
and rnd.nd1Il1 the a4ult laadera of the value. and benet1ta 
of junio~ leadara. 
~/. 
'"', 
_ --,.-... -..'~. '==== "S*--re~ .; 
• !J Merriml .. ' • ~KilgOne Irwm I ic;,' *.. Ell , 'I ~ Cod Nenzell • -, CROffiSTON 
/'1(0..(1.(' ~!; brr. "J' 1\ '! '7 II, )" c" I ICrook.-on 
TABLE 
CODY ELI , IRtrJIN 
1{~t 
~(,?/,v- ' Q I. ~ 
~ L 
:\ I • Valentine 
ORE ~ 
-------ol MERRIJI'I.AN VALENTINE 
I LAVACA 
~, 
RUSSELL GILLASPIE 
KING 
LACKEY 
D61'1. 
Kennedy 
e' 
.1 
KENNEDY 1/',>(>(>.>('(\;:'(\ 
flax!. 
}~ev 
lrJELLS 
Brot-mlee 
. 
Spark 
~ ~, 
lPJood L~e 
£ /l.,,(1 
C<-~4J 
OOD LAKE 
GOOSE CREEK 
MarnER LAKE 
CALF CREEK 
COl'< 
[
Cascade 
PLEASANT I I 
HILL ~ 
---
Elsmere 
CHERRY COUNTY NEBRASKA 
... -~TtY COUNT! h ION DISTRICTS ICA'l'ma BOARD !iu.w.~.;) 
~ 
, 
Irwin 
IRlrJIN 
1-------1 
I 
Merrim 
• 
-Eli 
ELI 
MERRUiAN I 
~==w. __ ~==-= --- ~ 
L K i 190 e CROCKSTON I TABLE I 
• C d Nenzel • i ~-
oy • • ~ ~ • ~ '. ;-rcrooks on 6 ~. Spark I( Q l:: .. ,t. . :t ~ ~ ~ ~ - (0 K> CODY ENZEL I _\ I I Valentine ~ ~ L.KILGffiE I r' 1-
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